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Indian Economy –Growth and Development 

 

1. Pointers that India is witnessing a K-shaped recovery 
• There has been great discussions and speculations about the economic recovery for quite a 

while, ever since the pandemic. 

• However, experts are divided on the type where for some it is more K-shaped than V-shaped, 
with various groups and industries recovering much quicker than others. 

  
About V-shaped recovery of an economy: 

• A V-shaped recovery is characterized by quick and effective recovery in measures of 
economic performance after an acute decline in the economy. 

• There is undeniably some type of recovery, but one can hardly label it V-shaped. The 
economic ravages of the pandemic have had an uneven impact on different socio-economic 
groups. 

• The recovery we see today is more K-shaped than V-shaped, with various groups and 
industries recovering much more rapidly than their counterparts. 

   
Post-covid: Impact on jobs, NREGA: 
1. Over five million or 50 lakh people lost their jobs in October, according to a  Centre for 

Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) report.  
2. Many of those who lost their jobs during this period are likely economically insecure 

and abstain from non-essential purchases. 
3. This, paired with the astronomically high food and fuel prices, delivers a deadly 

blow pushing families to poverty.  
4. Additionally, it is prudent to look at Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) figures as it acts as a proxy for the informal sector, which 
employs a large portion of Indians. 

5. In the year 2021-2022, the Government of India had cut its budget allocation towards 
MGNREGA by 34%. There is a greater demand now for MGNREGA jobs than in the pre-
COVID-19 era. 

6. The lower Budget allocation accounts for the inability to compensate workers in time 
and fairly. 

7. A portion of the Budget this year is spent on paying the liabilities for the previous 
financial year. 

8. Those looking for MGNREGA work cannot afford to be unpaid for such long durations. 
This again ties back to placing upward pressure on unemployment figures.  

  
Rising Indirect Taxes: Impact of taxation: 

• Moreover, the usurious taxation policy of the Government, which insists on maintaining 
indirect taxes on fuel and consumer products while lowering corporate taxes. 

• The Government had recently raised taxes on textile products from 5% to 12%. 

• While inflation soars, the incomes of the middle and lower-middle-class have at best 
remained constant. 

• There is tremendous pressure on the financial stability of these households, which seemingly 
face a sustained loss in disposable income.  

  
Stimulus and growth should be Inclusive in nature: 
1. There seems to be no surprise that the consumption of two-wheelers and other such 

products has taken a significant hit.  
2. The U.S. and European economies have stimulated the economy bottom-up through 

unemployment cheques and social welfare schemes. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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3. The economist, John Maynard Keynes, popularized the concept of the money 

multiplier and the relationship between government stimulus and economic growth.  
4. It fundamentally makes great sense to prioritize those who are more likely to spend 

(the middle and lower-middle-class) rather than those who have a greater propensity 
to save. 

5. The recovery in the stock market and other such financial assets over the past year 
has been phenomenal. 

6. However, it is essential to understand that this does not necessarily reflect the 
economy’s condition as observed previously. 

7. Less than 5% of India invest in equities, which means that less than 5% of India 
directly benefited from said recovery. 

8. The lower middle class, which does not invest in such assets for many reasons, has no 
guard against inflation. Their only hedge against inflation is their income which makes 
for a poor one. 

  
Way Ahead: Think welfare schemes 

• The disproportional benefit of the asset price inflation favouring the upper-middle-
class further displays the inherent K-shape of the recovery. 

• It is crucial that the Government addresses this phenomenon and works towards aiding the 
middle and lower-middle class. 

• Social welfare schemes must be given greater importance to assist households to get through 
this period. 

• A seemingly viable solution is for the Government to increase progressive (direct) taxes and 
reduce regressive (indirect) taxes to ease the financial pressure on lower-income households. 

  
Conclusion: 

• India’s economic recovery after the ebbing of the second COVID-19 wave remains uneven, 
despite an uptick in several economic indicators. 

• The Indian economy is in a vicious cycle of low growth and higher inflation unless policy action 
ensures higher demand and growth. 

• In the absence of policy interventions, India will continue on the path of a K-shaped 
recovery where large corporates with low debt will prosper at the cost of small and medium 
sectors. This means lower employment as most of the jobs are created by the latter. 

 

2. Disruptive Strategy to boost Tourism Sector 
• The Indian tourism and hospitality sector were adversely affected by the COVID-19 

pandemic and saw substantial job loss.  

• There is a need to pull this sector out of the COVID-19 trap. 
 
Potential of Tourism Sector 

• As per the estimates of the erstwhile Planning Commission, an investment of ₹1 million 
generates 78 jobs in the tourism sector.  

• In the manufacturing sector, it results in just 18 jobs and in the agriculture sector, 45.  

• The tourism sector, unlike many other sectors, can grow with smaller capital investments 
and that too without any industrial gestation period. 

• The growth in this sector has multiplier effects on income generation as it is employment-
intensive with less capital investment. 

• The India Skill Report, 2019, estimates the Indian workforce to increase to about 600 million 
by 2022. 

• The tourism sector will have a major role to play in providing employment opportunities. 
 
Government Support 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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• The Government of India recently announced financial support for more than 11,000 

registered tourist guides/travel and tourism stakeholders.  

• In the pre-pandemic period too, many initiatives were adopted to promote the tourism 
sector, such as  

o providing e-visas under various categories for people from particular countries,  
o Global Media Campaigns,  
o the Heritage Trail and  
o the Paryatan Parv celebration. 

 
Way Forward 

• What we need is disruptive innovation strategy which has the potential to create 
employment opportunities and increase revenue through private sector growth. 

• The Startup India initiative has boosted entrepreneurship. However, the travel and tourism 
startups need a bigger push.  

• There is need to train the workforce in India, so that workers can develop the skills to perform 
jobs in the travel and tourism sector.  

• There is a need to highlight the significance of public-private partnership to improve 
infrastructure and tackle the problem of end connectivity. 

• The travel and tourism industry in India is also fragmented, hindering the ability of the sector 
to achieve its potential. 

• This area needs to be nudged to embrace the digital revolution while ensuring that India 
follows best practices from across the world. 

 
Use of blockchain technology 

• There are examples worldwide on blockchain-based money solutions to kick-start local 
tourism industries. 

• Blockchain enables the tracking of items through complex supply chains. 

• Indian start-ups could also explore strategies along these lines. 

• Blockchain ledger coupled with IOT devices for healthcare could have a positive impact on 
medical tourism. 

 

3. Social stock exchange (SSE) 
• The social stock exchange is a novel concept in India and it is meant to serve private and non-

profit sector providers by channelling greater capital to them.  

• The idea of social stock exchange was floated by Finance Minister in the Budget Speech 2019-
20.  

• The Economic Survey 2021 highlighted the concept of setting up a social stock exchange (SSE) 
in India for raising capital by organisations working for the realisation of a social welfare 
objective.  

 
Need for Social Stock Exchanges in India 

• Social enterprises have the potential to make a significant impact on India's society and 
economy, but they struggle to find sustained funding.  

• Social stock exchanges can help bridge the funding gap and create an investment ecosystem 
for such enterprises. 

• India has at least 3.1 million non-profit organizations (NPOs). 

• NPOs can raise money from the market by registering and listing on the SSE. 

• SSE would be meaningful for donors and investors as it would enable the use of market 
instruments for investing in social endeavours. 

• SSE is also meant to aid for-profit social enterprises (FPEs) keen to raise funds.  
 
Recent Developments in India 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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• As of December 24, 2020, eight Environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) mutual 

funds have been launched in India.  

• In 2017, to give push to Green Bonds issuances in India, SEBI issued guidelines on green 
bonds. 

• The launch of green indices such as S&P BSE CARBONEX (in 2012) and others allows passive 
and retail investors to invest in ‘green’ companies. 

• Green bonds are debt instruments issued by an entity for raising funds from investors and the 
proceeds of a green bond offering are used towards financing ‘green’ projects. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• There is a dearth of adequate and analysis of SSEs and their implications on civil society. 

• Green bonds account for a small share in the overall debt market and these bonds are often 
unpredictable, and, at times, unreliable. 

 
Way Forward 

• First-time retail investors must be allowed to avail a 100% tax exemption on a maximum 
investment of ₹1 lakh in an SSE mutual fund.  

• The SSE must give the NPO sector transparency by mandating increased financial, social and 
governance reporting. 

• NPOs must furnish more rigorous assessments of the social impact, shift towards outcomes-
oriented measurement and disclosures of governance mechanisms and financial operations. 

• Creating enabling regulatory environment for the SSE with a minimal compliance burden 
imposed on the enterprises, social entrepreneurs & investors. 

• Social stock exchanges now operate across the globe. Support should be extended to such 
initiatives in India’s efforts to enable the country to catch up with the rest of the world. 

 

4. Gig Economy 
• A gig economy is a free market system in which temporary positions are common and 

organizations contract with independent workers for short-term engagements. 

• Examples of gig employees include freelancers, independent contractors, project-based 
workers and temporary or part-time hires. 

• The scope of the gig economy in a country like India is enormous. 
 
Present Status 

• According to the Oxford Internet Institute’s ‘Online Labor Index’, India leads the global gig 
economy with a 24% share of the online labor market, with demand for software 
developers, creative and marketing professionals. 

• An estimated 56% of new employment in India is being generated by the gig economy 
companies across both the blue-collar and white-collar workforce. 

• Industry bodies just before the advent of the pandemic had predicted India’s gig economy to 
grow at a compounded annual growth rate of 17 per cent to touch $455 billion in the next 
three years. 

 
What promotes Gig Economy? 

• Emergence of the digital age. Workforce is highly mobile and work can be done from 
anywhere, anytime. 

• Short term contract will be safe for the firms, as it avoids long term obligations like pension 
and other emoluments. 

• Software and technological changes taking away human efforts also contributed to the gig 
economy. 

• Uncertain business climate also tempted companies to go for short-term labours. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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• The typical example is the workers like the Uber and ola workforce who are having a short 

term and flexible contract with the organization. 
 
Benefits for Gig Workers 

• A gig worker gets the freedom to work for several employers at the same time while 
retaining his freedom. 

• The worker also gets the freedom to choose his remuneration. 

• It gives the workforce the freedom to accommodate both the work and family along with the 
preference to choose the projects that suit them best. 

• The Central government recently passed the social security code which could cover gig 
worker as well. 

o One of the key proposals includes the creation of a social security fund which is 
around 1 per cent of the aggregators’ annual turnover. 

o This fund would be used primarily for the welfare of the unorganized and the gig 
workforce. 

• Pandemic reshaped the gig economy in India. 

• The coronavirus pandemic has changed the way businesses are conducted not only in India 
but all across the world. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• This workforce has limited employment rights like minimum wages, health benefits, sick 
leaves or even retirement benefits to fall back on. 

• Also, the payment is assured only on the completion of the project giving a sense of financial 
insecurity. 

• At present, there is no mechanism to address the issue of redress of disputes. 

• Banks and other financial service providers resist extending lines of credit when steady 
income is not assured 

• Unionization of workers will be difficult. 

• In industries such as information technology and pharmaceuticals where confidentiality 
becomes crucial, having control over the actions of a gig worker will be challenging. 

 
Way Forward 

• Constant upskilling and reskilling is required for such talents to stay industry relevant and 
market ready. 

• The government needs to come out with some more regulations to protect the workforce of 
the gig economy. 

• Countries must come together to set up a platform to extend their labour protection to the 
workforce who are working part-time in their country. 

• Companies employing the workforce on a temporary basis should also be made responsible to 
contribute to their insurance and social obligation other than just their tax commitment. 

• Basic labour protection like minimum wages, paid leave provisions and maternity benefits 
should be available to gig workers as well. 

• The government needs to come out with a comprehensive legislation to empower and 
motivate many to take this path. 

 

5. Job Crunch and Growing Nativism 
• The Haryana government had passed a legislation that mandates companies in Haryana to 

provide jobs to locals first, before hiring people from outside the State. 

• Jharkhand also approved similar legislation to reserve jobs for locals. 

• Many States in India have embarked on this nativism adventure to protect the interests of 
the vast number of their jobless locals. 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Factors that control jobs 

• World history warns us that when a vast majority of adults are jobless, it inevitably leads to 
social revolutions and political upheavals.  

• So, the democratically elected government chose to reserve the few available jobs for its own 
voters. 

 
Critics Argument 

• According to Economists and commentators, the reservation for locals militates against the 
liberal idea of a free economy. 

• Focus should be on creating more jobs, not on reserving the few available ones. 

• Creation of new jobs is not entirely in the control of State governments. Job creation is an 
outcome of the performance of the larger economy. 

 
Role of State Governments 

• State governments can, during its five-year tenure, attempt to provide high quality local 
infrastructure to attract new businesses.  

• State governments have the ability to provide land at affordable prices or for free to attract 
investments. 

• However, the availability of skilled local labour is a function of many decades of social 
progress of the State and cannot be retooled immediately. 

• The most critical factor in the choice of a location for a large business is the ‘agglomeration 
effect’ — the ecosystem of supply chain, talent, good living conditions and so on.  

• A State with well-established network of suppliers, people, schools, etc. are at a greater 
advantage to attract more businesses than the States that are left behind. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• After the introduction of GST, State governments in India have lost their fiscal autonomy and 
have no powers to provide any tax concessions to businesses. 

• While State governments have the ability to use land and local infrastructure to attract 
businesses, they do not have control over immediate availability of skilled manpower or to 
use taxes as a tool to lure. 

• The gap between the richer and poorer States in India is only widening rapidly and not 
narrowing, due to the agglomeration impact of modern economic development paradigms. 

• This will inevitably propagate nativistic sub-nationalism among the various States of India. 

• Nativism is not a part of the solution. In fact, it can aggravate the crisis by creating a hostile 
environment to investment, growth and employment generation. 

 
Way Forward 

• In the absence of a level playing field and with no fiscal autonomy, it is difficult for developing 
States in India to attract new investments and create new jobs.  

• India has a severe unemployment crisis and efforts that match the challenge are badly 
needed. 

• Therefore, the economic playing fields for the States must be levelled and much greater fiscal 
freedom must be provided to the States. 

 

6. When global firms disengage, employment suffers 
• The most recent labour statistics, for August 2021, released by the Centre for Monitoring 

Indian Economy (CMIE) shows that the unemployment rate has increased from around 7% in 
July to 8.3% for August 2021. 

  
Low-end service activities rise in recent times: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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1. Sectoral analysis shows that most of the jobs lost were farm jobs; while non-farm jobs 

did increase to absorb some of these, the quality of new jobs generated is a matter of 
concern. 

2. While employment in agriculture fell by 8.7 million, non-farm jobs increased by 6.8 
million, mainly in business and small trade, but the manufacturing sector shed 0.94 
million jobs. 

3. Thus, much of the labour shed by agriculture has been absorbed in low-end service 
activities. 

4. Resorting to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to augment domestic capital formation 
is an approach that India has been pursuing by making ‘ease of doing business’ more 
enticing. 

5. While inward FDI does generate jobs both directly and indirectly through an increase 
in production activities (which increases demand for labour), the magnitude of 
employment generated especially in the manufacturing sector, needs closer scrutiny.  

  
Manufacturing sector in India: 
1. Tepid employment growth in the manufacturing sector is not a recent pheno menon in 

India. 
2. However, some sub-sectors within the manufacturing sector have generated both 

direct and indirect employment by attracting FDI and entering into global networks of 
production. 

3. A prominent segment, often projected as a driver of the manufacturing sector’s 
output and employment growth, is the auto sector. 

4. Estimates show that the automobile sector employs 19.1 million workers , directly 
and indirectly. 

5. Currently, more than 70% of the auto component companies are small and medium 
enterprises. 

  
Employment sustainability: 
1. During normal times, seasonal labour released from agriculture gets accommodated in 

the construction sector, even though the ideal situation would be their movement to 
the factory sector. 

2. But, currently, the construction sector itself is shedding jobs, forcing workers to find 
employment in the household sector and low-end services. 

3. This non-availability of sufficient jobs in manufacturing and higher end services could 
be the dampener for economic recovery in the subsequent quarters of the current 
fiscal year. 

4. Elementary economic theory suggests that raising the level of investments is the key 
to output and employment growth. 

5. While public investments are important, especially in the current context of 
sluggish aggregate demand, there is a dire need to complement public investments 
with even more private investments. 

6. The economy has been waiting for private investments to flow in for quite some time , 
but their levels have been very low, accentuating the unemployment situation.  

  
Present Roadblocks in Auto sector: 
Three factors have created roadblocks to the expansion of the sector. 
1. First, due to the novel coronavirus pandemic and subsequent lockdown,  aggregate 

demand in the economy is low, which is being reflected in vehicle sales.  
2. Second, the shortage of semiconductors continues to impact production even w hen 

customer sentiments are slowly turning positive.  
3. Third, the recent exit of Ford from the Indian market would release a large number of 

employees, who would be in search of jobs that are hard to find. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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4. The exit of Ford raises some important issues regarding the unbridled attraction of 

FDI. 
  
Example of Citibank announced exit in retail banking business: 
1. Recently, Citibank announced that it would shut India retail banking business as p art 

of a global decision to exit 13 markets. 
2. Closely following this, after 25 years of operations is auto manufacturer Ford deciding 

to exit India. 
3. This will affect about 4,000 direct employees as it stops making cars at its factories in 

Sanand, Gujarat, and Chennai, Tamil Nadu. 
4. Estimates show that another 35,000 indirect employees would also be lost at various 

levels, creating a massive disruption in the local economy. 
  
Impact on job generation 
The exits of high-profile global firms affect employment generation in two ways. 
1. First, it creates apprehensions among potential investors about choosing that location 

for greenfield investments or for scaling up existing facilit ies. 
1. Such circumstances generally lead to a ‘wait and watch’ approach, affecting 

private investments even if an economy claims to have the tag of investor 
friendliness. 

2. A downturn in private investments leads to slower employment growth.  
2. Second, the process of the ‘destruction’ of jobs  through exits creates mismatches in 

the labour market. 
1. That is, there is a sudden release of high skilled workers which could block 

possible new entrants who have already invested in their skills; this leads to 
a levelling down of wages which occurs when high-end services firms exit. 

2. When large assembly firms exit there would be a big influx of low-skilled 
workers to other sectors as the same sector might not be able to absorb the 
workforce released.  

3. This churn in the labour market aggravates an existing unemployment 
problem. 

  
Conclusion: 

• The euphoria on the inflow of FDI and associated benefits needs to be tempered with the 
reality of the emergence of modern transnational corporations (TNC) with ‘agility, rapidity 
and mobility’. 

• This process of an internationalisation of production is driven by the big firms by investing in 
and out of developing economies. 

• Growing scepticism towards more open trade policies and the rise of protectionism have 
increased the risk and unpredictability of policy environments, leading to deeper reflection 
on both existing and new investments by global firms. 

• Thus, the ‘next to near’ permanency of large foreign firms operating for decades is slowly 
waning. 

• It is here that domestic capital formation and private investments should step in. 

 

7. Municipal Budget 
• The Union budget, which lays out the receipt and expenditure proposals of the Government 

of India, is an annual feature in Parliament. 

• However, budgets that matter most to us are city budgets or municipal budgets. 

• The secret to a better quality of life in our cities lies in these city (and to a certain extent 
state) budgets.  

 
Status of Municipal Budgets 
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• Municipal budgets receive little or no attention in the media. 

• Clean air, clean drinking water, clearing garbage, clean toilets at public spaces, waste water 
treatment, safe streets and public spaces - these are all determined by these municipal 
budgets. 

• Estimates suggest that taken together, the 4,500+ city budgets aggregate to an amount in the 
range of Rs 1,50,000-1,80,000 crore annually. 

 
Citizen Participation  

• At present, most municipal laws don’t provide for citizen participation in budgets or 
transparency in civic works and tenders.  

• Evidence suggests that citizen participation in budgeting and closer engagement in the 
monitoring of civic works results in better outcomes and fewer leakages. 

• Participatory Budgeting is now practised in one form or other in thousands of cities around 
the world. 

o In India, participatory budgeting in cities was pioneered by Janaagraha in Bengaluru. 

• The MyCityMyBudget campaign, first launched in 2015, is gathering traction in Bengaluru, 
Mangaluru and Visakhapatnam, as a collaborative effort between respective city 
corporations, neighbourhood communities and Janaagraha. 

• Across Bengaluru, Mangaluru and Visakhapatnam, over 85,000 budget inputs were 
crowdsourced on a wide range of civic issues. 

• Such an initiative facilitates a targeted, hyperlocal focus on budgeting and problem-solving. 

• It makes citizens feel like they have a voice in civic governance and thereby builds trust. 

• It improves accountability for civic works at the last mile (as citizens would monitor budget 
execution). 

• 5 per cent of municipality budgets can be set aside for participatory budgeting and citizens 
could work with ward-level engineers to use these funds to get their urban infrastructure 
fixed. 

• This could make a difference in the lives of citizens and build trust between citizens and 
governments. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• Budget documents are not easy to read and understand for an average citizen.  

• Substantial expenditure in the city happens through parastatal agencies such as development 
authorities which have separate budgets which are never discussed in the city council or 
covered in the media. 

 
Way Forward 

• Unlike the Union budget, the municipal budget is not just a financial or legal document. 

• It can be an enabler of grass roots democracy in cities and tangible change for communities 
particularly children, women and the urban poor.  

• We need greater degrees of citizen engagement and media engagement on municipal 
budgets for them to become instruments of real change. 

 

8. Missing Middle 
• Missing Middle” is the idea that industries in developing countries like India tend to be 

dominated by a large number of tiny enterprises and a few large firms, but disproportionately 
few small and medium enterprises. 

• India, over the years, has faced the problem of the missing middle. There aren’t enough mid-
sized firms operating in the country.  

 
Present Status 

• India has a growing labour force because of its young population.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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• People are leaving farms for better opportunities in sectors with higher productivity. 

• India has fewer large firms relative to the size of its economy than many of its Asian peers.  

• The average Indian enterprise is too small to be an engine of job growth, especially for jobs 
that are highly productive through strong links with the global economy. 

• Less than 2% of all economic establishments in India have more than 10 workers.  

• According to reports, most workers in India are employed by firms with less than eight people 
while most workers in China are employed by firms with 51-2,000 people. 

• In Asian countries such as China, South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia, their surplus 
labour in agriculture was absorbed by larger enterprises to a far larger extent than what has 
happened in India. 

 
Missing Middle 

• Economists have for long pointed out to the problem of the “missing middle" in our 
enterprise landscape—between large established enterprises at one end and tiny suboptimal 
enterprises on the other hand.  

• The skewed distribution of employment in Indian firms—with a missing middle—also has 
implications for inequality. 

• In effect, this means that millions who have moved out of farming have not been able to 
fully transition to activities with higher productivity. 

 
Why this Missing Middle 

• Lack of adequate access to low-cost capital. This acts an impediment to growth. 

• India’s relatively high cost of doing business and its complicated compliance ecosystem.  

• Small and mid-sized firms face greater problems from these systemic issues, as they have to 
manage lengthy and expensive procedures and litigation responsibilities. 

• For example, enforcing a contract takes up to 1,450 days in India, more than triple the time 
than in China and South Korea.   

• Small firms find it challenging to acquire real estate for expansion, obtain construction 
permits, and pay taxes, all of which take longer in India than in peer countries. 

 
Way Forward 

• India needs a massive expansion in small enterprises in the private sector over the next 
decade to absorb its growing labour force.  

• The Indian economy needs to generate 100 million jobs over the next decade. 

• Global experience shows that an expansion in job opportunities usually happens through the 
growth of SMEs. 

• Indian policymakers have to focus more on nurturing a new generation of competitive SMEs. 

• The growth of mid-sized and small firms will require capital. This requires reforms to deepen 
capital markets and enable efficient financial intermediation, allowing savings to reach these 
companies. 

• It also means taking steps to lower the barriers to and the cost of doing business. 

• Central and state governments will be integral to implementing reforms, along with business 
leaders. 

• India’s entrepreneurs are one of the country’s strongest natural endowments. The future of 
the economy depends on their success. 

 

9. How to boost financial inclusion 
1. Financial inclusion may be defined as the process of ensuring access to financial 

services and timely and adequate credit where needed by vulnerable groups such as 
weaker sections and low-income groups at an affordable cost. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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2. Accessibility, affordability and availability of financial services are 3 pillars of 

financial inclusion. It is a method of offering banking and financial solutions and 
services to every individual in the society without any form of discrimination.  

3. Since independence, the combined efforts of successive governments, regulatory 
institutions, and the civil society have helped in increasing the financial-inclusion net 
in the country. 

 
Unbanked population: Case study of a vegetable seller: 
1. Parvati sells vegetables in the weekly market in Maharashtra. She has a savings 

account with the Mann Deshi Sahakari Bank. But whenever she needs money, she 
takes a loan from the local moneylender. 

2. One day, while buying vegetables at the weekly market, I s truck up a conversation and 
asked her why. She responded, “Yes, I know I am  paying Rs 10 interest per day on 
every Rs 100 I borrow from the moneylender, which is  exorbitant. 

3. But I do not want to take a loan from your bank because I require a loan in the 
morning and want to repay it in the evening or maybe next week. I also would li ke to 
take the second loan immediately. And all this flexibility is given to me by the 
moneylender and not by your bank.”  

4. Parvati’s situation is not unique. Her business is  one of the 63.4 million MSMEs in 
India, 99 per cent of which are micro enterprises with less than Rs 10 lakh in 
investment. 

5. These tiny businesses are run by nano-entrepreneurs, a burgeoning segment that 
is absolutely critical to the growth of our rural economy . 

6. Parvati’s case became an inspiration for the Mann Deshi Bank to design and la unch a 
cash credit product for women. Since its launch, hundreds of women vendors in the  
area have benefited from the product. 

7. In the traditional financial system, the design and distribution cost on financial 
products at sachet size is high. 

8. Expensive technology development and brick-and-mortar infrastructure all contribute 
to an impractical model. 

  
Present challenges in Financial Inclusion in India: supply side issues: 
1. The first challenge in making products broadly available is  bridging the gap between 

supply and demand of capital. 
2. In a financially integrated world, capital is agile. Yet owing to a limited risk 

appetite, low or thin-file data on customers and challenging regulatory oversight, 
capital remains a constraint in designing bespoke products.  

3. For India to overcome these challenges, the existing infrastructure must be adapted 
to our new purpose, providing easy-to-use, customer-centric experiences. 

4. Bankers and private financial institutions erroneously believe that a poor person takes 
a microcredit loan because she cannot save. 

5. In reality, if you go to any remote area in India and ask any woman how much she has 
saved in the post office, you will find huge numbers.  

6. They are able to save because of village postal agents who collect their savings from 
their doorstep. 

7. Greater accessibility has major benefits for not only the customer but also the 
supplier. 

8. It is also critical we recognise that the conventional method of  one-size-fits-all is no 
longer viable. 

9. Products must be designed and delivered intelligently to meet the customer where 
they are, and by keeping in mind that they use products to reach their goals. 

10. This involves tailoring the products to the needs and income profile of the customer, 
including being cognisant of their environment, geography,  and demography. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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11. Financial service providers are consequently dissuaded from attempting to reach 

rural, financially excluded groups, and the availability of financial  services, therefore, 
remains an urban privilege. 

  
Demand side challenges: 
While the above are supply side issues, the demand side has its own set of challenges. 
1. At present, only about 5% of India’s 6 lakh villages have bank branches. There are 296 

under-banked districts in states with below-par banking services. Thus, bank reach is 
poor in rural areas leading to financial exclusion. 

2. Financial literacy and technology readiness  are two critical issues. Financial education 
assists people in making sound financial decisions. These are not just challenges of the 
Indian market, but other economies too. 

3. The key driver of financial inclusion is the proliferation of  stable and reliable 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT).  

4. The lack of infrastructure and cost effective technology  for facilitating transactions at 
the doorstep is a hindrance to financial inclusion. 

5. By using the power of machine learning and cloud infrastructure, we can significantly 
lower operating costs while offering customers affordable, bespoke financial products 
that help them reach their goals. 

6. To enhance the Financial Inclusion, the Reserve Bank of India has undertaken a project 
titled “Project Financial Literacy”. 

7. The Objective of the project is to disseminate information regarding the central bank 
and general banking concepts to various target groups, including, school and  college 
going children, women, rural and urban poor, defence personnel and senior citiz ens. 

  
Conclusion: 

• Financial sectors need to take the responsibility as financial service providers to create an 
ecosystem for them to deploy this capital of courage. 

• The state of financial inclusion has improved considerably over time. However, the financial 
inclusion hasn’t reached the poorest of the poor and there exist many bottlenecks and 
challenges which need immediate attention. 

• For the success of financial inclusion in India, there has to be a multidimensional 
approach through which existing digital platforms, infrastructure, human resources, 
and policy frameworks are strengthened and new technological innovations should be 
promoted. 

 

10. An urban jobs safety net 
As per the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy’s estimates, the unemployment rate in 
India peaked to 23.5% in April 2020 before falling to 6.9% in February 2021. 
  
Rural-urban livelihood divide must be address: 
1. In the wake of economic deceleration, the challenge is  to minimise livelihood losses. 
2. Given the contemporary realities, the need is to approach this from a rural-urban 

perspective for two reasons.  
1. First, when there is an economic shock, it is essential to provide people 

with formal access to a livelihood safety net.  
2. Second, the livelihood safety net must have comprehensive coverage. 
3. Such a net, provided by the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS), exists only in rural areas.  
3. Urban India does not have any such cushion. Though the Indian government operates 

the National Urban Livelihoods Mission, which is focused on self-employment 
through skill up-gradation and credit linkages through banks, the scheme does not 
have guaranteed wage employment provisions akin to what MGNREGS provides.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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4. MGNREGS, designed to check such migration, provides a livelihood safety net in rural 

India only. 
  
Solution: 
Case study: Insights from Himachal Pradesh: 
1. A few States have experimented with a wage employment-based urban livelihood 

scheme. 
2. Himachal Pradesh (H.P.) launched the Mukhya Mantri Shahri Ajeevika Guarantee 

Yojana (MMSAGY) last year with the objective of enhancing livelihood security in 
urban areas by providing 120 days of guaranteed wage employment  to every 
household at minimum wages in FY 2020-21. 

3. In a year of its operation, a quarter million man-days, benefiting about 3% of the total 
urban households in H.P., were generated. 

  
H.P.’s experience has provided some crucial insights: 
1. One, an urban livelihood scheme can be launched within the existing fiscal space. If 

not, the Union and States can provide resources together. 
2. Two, separate minimum wages for rural and urban areas do not cause migration to 

urban areas since the higher cost of living in urban areas has an offsetting effect.  
3. Three, the focus must shift from asset creation to service delivery. Restricting it to 

asset creation or wage-material ratios may be sub-optimal in urban settings. The focus 
should be on enhancing the quality of municipal services.  

4. Four, such a scheme is like an ‘economic vaccine’ and will protect people against 
unemployment. It should be administered at the national level rather than at the 
State level. 

  
Conclusion: 

• Policy experts have considered migration in India to be essentially a rural to urban 
phenomenon. This pandemic has demolished that myth. 

• Last year’s migration tragedy and the economic slowdown have highlighted the need for a 
similar of MGNREGA livelihood safety net in urban India. 

• During the lockdown last year, we saw migrant labour moving in large numbers from 
the urban to rural areas, which is symptomatic of the rural-urban livelihood security divide. 
This divide needs to be bridged if the livelihood loss is to be minimised. 

• The central and state governments should think about the feasibility of introducing such 
an Urban livelihood Scheme by discussing it with Economic advisors and other important 
stakeholders. 

 

11. Reform subsidies to create fiscal space 
Government measures for effective Public expenditure management (PEM): 
1. Establishment of Public Debt Management Agency, the proposed agency to manage 

entire internal and external debts of the government. 
2. Government has targeted to reduce the fiscal deficit gradually and stabilize it by 2023 

to 2.5%. 
3. Removing Plan/Non-plan distinction and instead adopting the revenue-capital 

classification of public expenditure will help in the allocation of more resources for 
creation of capital assets. 

4. Creation of Monetary Policy Committee for better inflation targeting. 
5. Deepening of Fiscal Federalism: More tax revenue has been devolved to states from 

the divisible tax pool. 
6. Public Fund Management System: is an online platform to monitor the progress of 

government schemes 
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Need to overcome revenue shortfalls: 

• With general government debt touching 90% of GDP, debt sustainability and macroeconomic 
stability are a binding restriction and concerns. 

• Bimal Jalan Committee on expenditure management has recommended steps such as 
rationalizing subsidies, sticking to a fiscal path, and strategic divestment. 

• Prudent public finance management would be key to unlocking the growth potential of the 
Indian economy. 

  
Solution: Bringing subsidy arrears on transparency: Budgeted expenditures must be reoriented: 
1. Most have advocated that budgeted expenditures be reoriented to meet the 

emergency health and income requirements. 
2. It is time for the government to think along structural lines, and start preparing fiscal 

space for this emergency of unknown magnitude and longevity.  
3. Just like it responded to Covid-19 with structural reforms last year, it must now follow 

with further deepening of revenue-expenditure reforms. 
4. There are other welfare and often populist expenditures, at both state and central 

levels, which have risen unabated for far too long and become unsustainable.  
5. General finances have eroded, productive expenditures lost out, and it is shameful 

there is no latitude to support its people in a devastation of this nature and scale.  
  
Conclusion: 

• In the light of its precarious debt position but pressing need for income support, the 
government now needs to prepare a roadmap to restore order through a 
believable redemption plan. 

• This must aim to reduce subsidies over the medium-term, starting now howsoever modestly 
in order to display commitment and restore credibility. 

• For example, it can choose between different pathways to moderation of the food subsidy, 
i.e. streamline beneficiary eligibility and numbers, revise issue prices, or a mix. 

• It is clear that fundamental changes cannot be delayed any more. This is the time for 
reckoning, difficult as it may be. 
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Banking and Financial Sector 

 

1. Regulation of Micro-finance 
• In June 2021, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 

published a “Consultative Document on 
Regulation of Microfinance”. 

• The objective is to promote the financial inclusion 
of the poor and competition among lenders. 

 
Key Recommendations 

• The document recommends that the current 
ceiling on rate of interest charged by non-banking 
finance company-microfinance institutions (NBFC-
MFIs) or regulated private microfinance companies 
needs to be done away with. 

• It proposes that the rate of interest be determined 
by the governing board of each agency, and 
assumes that “competitive forces” will bring down 
interest rates. 

• RBI also proposes to de-regulate the rate of 
interest charged by private microfinance agencies. 

 
Criticism for the proposed guidelines 

• The likely impact of the recommendations is 
unfavourable to the poor.  

• They will result in an expansion of microfinance 
lending by private financial institutions at high 
rates of interest to the poor. 

• RBI has abandoned any initiative to expand low-
cost credit through public sector commercial banks 
to the rural poor. 

• The proposals will lead to a further privatisation of rural credit, reducing the share of direct 
and cheap credit from banks. 

 
Importance of Micro-finance 

• Today 31% of microfinance is provided by NBFC-MFIs, and another 19% by SFBs and 9% by 
NBFCs. 

• Microfinance is becoming increasingly important in the loan portfolio of poorer rural 
households. 

• Micro-finance loans are of disproportionate significance to the poorest households — to poor 
peasants and wage workers, to persons from the Scheduled Castes and Most Backward 
Classes.  

• In the 1990s, microcredit was given by scheduled commercial banks either directly or via non-
governmental organisations to women’s self-help groups. 

 
Recent Trend 

• Microfinance lending has been in place since the 1990s. 

• What is different about the recent phase is that the privately-owned for-profit financial 
agencies have been promoted by the RBI. 

• Lending by small finance banks (SFBs) to NBFC-MFIs has been recently included in priority 
sector advances. 

 

Microfinance in India: 

• Microfinance is a form of financial 
service which provides small loans 
and other financial services to 
poor and low-income households. 

• It is an economic tool designed to 
promote financial inclusion which 
enables the poor and low-income 
households to come out of 
poverty, increase their income 
levels and improve overall living 
standards. 

• It can facilitate achievement of 
national policies that target 
poverty reduction, women 
empowerment, assistance to 
vulnerable groups, and 
improvement in the standards of 
living. 

• Indian microfinance sector 
has witnessed phenomenal 
growth over past two decades in 
terms of increase in both the 
number of institutions providing 
microfinance as also the quantum 
of credit made available to the 
microfinance customers. 
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Concerns / Challenges 

• In a study of two villages from southern Tamil Nadu, it was found that a little more than half 
of the total borrowing by households in these two villages was of unsecured or collateral-free 
loans from private financial agencies. 

• Unsecured microfinance loans from private financial agencies were of disproportionate 
significance to the poorest households. 

• These microfinance loans were rarely for productive activity, but mainly for house 
improvement and meeting basic consumption needs. 

• Data showed that poor borrowers took microfinance loans, at rates of interest of 22% to 
26% a year, to meet day-to-day expenses and costs of house repair.  

• Contrary to the RBI guideline of “no recovery at the borrower’s residence”, collection was at 
the doorstep.  

• If the borrower is unable to pay the instalment, other members of the group have to 
contribute, with the group leader taking responsibility.  

• In the 1990s, several for-profit financial agencies such as NBFCs and MFIs emerged.  

• By the mid-2000s, there were widespread accounts of the malpractices of MFIs. 

• Private financial institutions have grown exponentially over the last few years, garnering high 
profits. 

 
Way Forward 

• The All India Democratic Women’s Association has demanded that the rate of interest on 
microfinance not exceed 12% per annum.  

• To meet the credit needs of poorer households, we need to strengthen public sector 
commercial banks and firm regulation of private entities. 

 

2. Need to move with caution on cryptocurrencies 
1. Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor said we need some more debate and discussion 

before cryptocurrencies are adopted in India.  
2. Critics of cryptocurrencies allege that largely anonymous unregulated transfers make 

them a perfect tool for drug traffickers, people smugglers or money laundering.  
3. Several countries have begun to legislate to introduce oversight over 

cryptocurrencies, and exchanges in many jurisdictions are now subject to the same 
regulations as other financial service providers.  

4. India effectively outlawed crypto transactions in 2018, only for the country’s top court 
to strike down the ban two years later. 

5. That led to a boom in the sector as the country’s vast young population took heed of 
an advertising blitz by Bollywood and cricket stars. 

6. There have been growing calls for India to issue another ban, but the government is 
preferring strict legislation that could be passed before the end of the year.  

7. Reserve Bank of India chief has been sharply critical, saying that cryptocurrencies 
are a serious threat to the financial system if not properly regulated. 

  
About cryptocurrency: 

• A cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange wherein 
individual coin ownership records are stored in a ledger existing in a form of a computerized 
database. 

• It uses strong cryptography to secure transaction records, to control the creation of 
additional coins, and to verify the transfer of coin ownership. 

• It typically does not exist in physical form (like paper money) and is typically not issued by a 
central authority. 

• Cryptocurrencies typically use decentralized control as opposed to centralized digital 
currency and central banking systems. 
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Distributed ledger technology (DLT) and Block Chain technology: 
1. Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a digital system for recording the transaction of 

assets in which the transactions and their details are recorded in multiple places at 
the same time. 

2. Unlike traditional databases, distributed ledgers have no central data store or 
administration functionality. 

3. Blockchain technology is a specific kind of DLT that came to prominence after Bitcoin, 
a cryptocurrency that used it, became popular.  

  
RBI Concerns regarding cryptocurrencies: 
1. The RBI is primarily concerned about cryptocurrencies for its potential threat to the 

Indian rupee. 
2. If a large number of investors invest in digital coins rather than rupee-based savings 

like provident fund, the demand of the latter will fall. This will hamper the ability of 
banks to lend out money to its customers.  

3. Moreover, since cryptocurrencies are unregulated in the country and are difficult to 
trace, the government will also not be able to tax the amount, posing a threat to 
rupee. 

4. On top of that, cryptocurrencies can be used in money laundering and illegal 
activities. 

5. Crypto investors, for all these reasons, are in turn susceptible to hacking, scams, and 
losses as crypto coins are volatile in nature.  

6. The central bank’s argument is that cryptocurrencies  pose serious threats to 
the macroeconomic and financial stability  of the country. 

  
What is the main appeal of a crypto currency technology? 
1. Depending on what form cryptocurrencies take on in India, there could be an adv erse 

impact on monetary policy, possibly on the currency and fiscal stability. 
2. While an outright ban would probably deprive the country of a promising 

technological avenue and may also foster an illegal market.  
3. We need a top-class regulatory framework to ensure private cryptocurrencies do not 

end up becoming a fertile ground for nefarious activity like drug trafficking, terror 
financing or money laundering. 

  
Regulation is priority: 
1. Regulation is needed to prevent serious problems, to ensure that cryptocurrencies are 

not misused, and to protect unsuspecting investors from excessive market volatility 
and possible scams. 

2. The regulation needs to be clear, transparent, coherent and animated by a vision of 
what it seeks to achieve.  

3. Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain technology  can reignite the entrepreneurial wave 
in India’s start up ecosystem and create job opportunities across different levels, from 
blockchain developers to designers, project managers, business analysts, promoters 
and marketers. 

  
India’s unclear stance need to be addressed: 
1. While the Supreme Court’s decision to quash the restrictions on banks deal ing with 

cryptocurrency entities has been a telling sign that authorities are not completely 
against digital tokens or blockchain technology, many young investors are bracing for 
potential restrictions. 

2. They cite the lack of proper regulations in India  as a deterrent in the country’s path 
to adopting digital tokens for wider use. 
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3. The Indian Parliament is currently working on a cryptocurrency bill, though it’s still 

unclear when it will be heard or what its contents will be.  
There is a need of recognize the rise in popularity of cryptocurrency and then 
introduce safeguard, measures and regulatory structure by which people do not feel that they 
should have something to fall back on. 
  
Conclusion: 

• India is currently on the cusp of the next phase of digital revolution and has the potential to 
channel its human capital, expertise and resources into this revolution, and emerge as one 
of the winners of this wave. All that is needed to do is to get the policymaking right. 

• Blockchain and crypto assets will be an integral part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, 
Indians shouldn’t be made to simply bypass it. 
 

3. e-RUPI: Voucher system ahead of digital currency 
• Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched an electronic voucher based digital payment system 

“e-RUPI”. 

• e-RUPI is a cashless and contactless digital payment medium, which will be delivered to 
mobile phones of beneficiaries in form of an SMS-string or a QR code. 

  
Does India have appetite for a digital currency? 
According to the RBI, there are at least four reasons why digital currencies are expected to do 
well in India: 
1. One, there is increasing penetration of digital payments  in the country that exists 

alongside sustained interest in cash usage, especially for small value transactions.  
2. Two, India’s high currency to GDP ratio, according to the RBI, “holds out another 

benefit of CBDCs”. 
3. Three, the spread of private virtual currencies  such as Bitcoin and Ethereum may be 

yet another reason why CBDCs become important from the point of view of the 
central bank. 

4. Four, central bank digital currency (CBDC) might also cushion the general public in an 
environment of volatile private VCs. 

  
Global examples of a voucher-based welfare system: 

• In the US, there is the system of education vouchers or school vouchers, which is a certificate 
of government funding for students selected for state-funded education to create a targeted 
delivery system. 

• These are essentially subsidies given directly to parents of students for the specific purpose 
of educating their children. 

• In addition to the US, the school voucher system has been used in several other countries 
such as Colombia, Chile, Sweden, Hong Kong, etc. 

   
Significance of e-RUPI and how is it different than a digital currency: 
1. The government is already working on developing a central bank digital currency and 

the launch of e-RUPI could potentially highlight the gaps in digital payments 
infrastructure that will be necessary for the success of the future digital currency.  

2. In effect, e-RUPI is still backed by the existing Indian rupee as the underlying asset 
and specificity of its purpose makes it different to a virtual currency and  puts it closer 
to a voucher-based payment system. 

3. Also, the ubiquitousness of e-RUPI in the future will depend on the end-use cases. 
4. Even the private sector can leverage  these digital vouchers as part of their employee 

welfare and corporate social responsibility programs. 
  
Conclusion: 
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• According to government, e-RUPI is easy, safe and secure as it keeps the details of 

the beneficiaries completely confidential. 

• e-RUPI is expected to ensure a leak-proof delivery of welfare services. It can also be used for 
delivering services under schemes meant for providing drugs and nutritional support under 
Mother and Child welfare schemes, TB eradication programmes, drugs & diagnostics under 
schemes like Ayushman Bharat Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana, fertiliser subsidies etc. 

• The government also said that even the private sector can leverage these digital vouchers as 
part of their employee welfare and corporate social responsibility programmes. 

 

4. RBI Retail Direct Scheme and the Integrated Ombudsman Scheme 
• In recent, Prime Minister Modi launched two customer-centric initiatives of the Reserve Bank 

of India (RBI) — the RBI Retail Direct Scheme and the Integrated Ombudsman Scheme. 

• With this, India has opened up the government bond market for retail investors. 

• RBI’s developmental role is focused on further deepening of financial inclusion and 
undertaking people centric initiatives. RBI called it as a “major structural reform” and 
further deepening financial inclusion. 

• Both, the RBI Retail Direct Scheme and the Reserve Bank – Integrated Ombudsman Scheme 
will aid in expanding the scope of investment in India while making access to capital markets 
easier and more secure. 

 

Importance of the schemes: 
1. The move comes at a time when rising inflation adds pressure on the RBI to lift rates.  
2. Tighter monetary policy is likely to weaken the demand for bonds, making it 

challenging for the government to execute its near-record borrowing program. 
3. Other emerging-market nations in Asia, like the Philippines, have also sought to raise 

funds from citizens to battle the pandemic. 
4. This structural reform will place India in the select league of nations such as the USA 

and Brazil which have such facilities. 
5. India will possibly be the one among the first in Asia to allow direct retail investment 

in G-secs to open up an additional investment avenue. 
6. Allowing direct retail participation in the G-Sec market will promote financialization of 

a vast pool of domestic savings and could be a game-changer in India’s investment 
market. 

 
Conclusion: 
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• The first scheme, namely the Retail Direct Scheme seeks to widen the investor base for 

government securities by creating an ecosystem whereby retail investors can easily 
participate in the government securities market which is so far dominated by institutional 
investors. 

• By doing so, India is setting an example in democratisation of the government securities 
market. 

• The other scheme, the Integrated Ombudsman Scheme focuses on strengthening the 
grievance redress mechanism for consumers of various services provided by the RBI 
regulated entities like Banks, NBFCs and payment system operators. 

• As stated by the RBI, launching of these two citizen centric initiatives will provide further 
impetus to our journey towards a more inclusive and responsive financial system. 

 

5. Account Aggregator Framework 
• Reserve Bank of India launched the Account Aggregator Framework aimed at making 

financial data more easily accessible. 

• Under it, a number of fin-tech entities have been granted the licence to operate as account 
aggregators. 

• Many banks have also agreed to share various financial data about their customers with 
account aggregators. 

  
What is an Account Aggregator? 
1. According to the Reserve Bank of India, an Account Aggregator is a non-banking 

financial company engaged in the business of providing, under a contract, the service 
of retrieving or collecting financial information pertaining to its customer. 

2. It is also engaged in consolidating, organising and presenting such information to the 
customer or any other financial information user as may be specified by the bank.  

3. The Account Aggregator framework allows customers to avail various financial 
services from a host of providers on a single portal based on a consent method, u nder 
which the consumers can choose what financial data to share and with which entity.  

   
What purpose does it serve? 
1. An Account Aggregator framework creates secure, digital access to personal data at a 

time when Covid-19 has led to restrictions on physical interaction. 
2. It reduces the fraud associated with physical data by introducing secure digital 

signatures and end-to-end encryption for data sharing. 
3. These capabilities in turn open up many possibilities. For instance, whereas physical 

collateral is usually required for an MSME loan, with secure data sharing via AA, 
‘information collateral’ (or data on future MSME income) can be used to access a 
small formal loan. 

  
Benefits of having Account Aggregator Framework: 
1. At the moment, the various financial data of an individual is scattered across the 

databases of several financial institutions. 
1. So, a person’s savings and loans data may be with a bank, his investments data 

may be with a mutual fund, while his insurance data may be with another 
financial entity. 

2. Under the account aggregator framework, all this data can be easily collated and 
shared through account aggregators with the consent of the individual. 

3. Proponents of the framework believe that the easier availability of data will have 
significant benefits for the economy. 

4. They believe the framework will help financial institutions make better assessment of 
the creditworthiness of individuals, and thus make better loan decisions. 
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5. Even though mechanisms such as CIBIL already exist to assess the creditworthiness of 

individual borrowers, their scope is limited. 
6. An individual’s PAN number, for instance, captures only a limited number of 

transactions which are of value higher than a certain minimum threshold amount . 
7. It is said the framework will offer a wider array of data to financial firms, making 

them more willing to serve creditworthy populations that they earlier ignored.  
8. The availability of wider financial data may also help financial institutions offer better 

products tailored to the needs of individual customers. 
  
Way Ahead: 
1. The issue of the security of the financial data of individuals will be a looming concern 

going forward, given the risk of data theft. 
2. To protect the privacy of individuals, account aggregators are supposed to receive and 

share financial data in an encrypted form. 
3. No financial information accessed by the AA from an FIP should reside with the AA.  
4. It should not use the services of a third-party service provider for undertaking the 

business of account aggregation. 
5. User authentication credentials of customers relating to accounts with various FIPs 

shall not be accessed by the AA. 
  
Conclusion: 

• The eventual success of the framework, however, will depend on multiple factors. 

• Some believe an individual’s PAN number may be a better way to access his financial data as 
it serves as a common link between multiple accounts maintained by an individual. 

• Further, the extent to which financial firms desire extensive, micro-level financial data from 
their customers and the enthusiasm among customers to share their data will also play a 
crucial role. 

 

6. Regulating app store operators 
• South Korea’s parliament approved a bill that bans major app store operators such as Google 

and Apple from forcing software developers to use their payment systems, effectively 
stopping them from charging commissions on in-app purchases. 

  
What have Google and Apple been doing? 

• Google’s Play Store and Apple’s App Store strictly regulate how apps in their environment 
charge money from their users. 

  
What makes the South Korean law important? 

• It is the first legal restriction on Google and Apple’s control over how money changes hands 
within their app stores. 

• This could become a template for the many countries that have been looking at ways to 
control the clout of these online behemoths that take a cut from the digital sales of everyone 
from the gaming industry to publishers. 

• The European Union has a draft Digital Markets Act in the pipeline that would force large 
internet “gatekeeper companies” that act as platforms for others to conduct transactions to 
change their business practices and level the playing field for smaller companies. 

   
Indian market has been more price-sensitive: 
1. Most of the Indian app developers have been at the receiving end of arbitrary and 

highhanded enforcement of policies and anti-competitive practices of Apple and 
Google app market monopolies. 

2. In the absence of enabling legislation, our app developers will always find it difficult 
to even pick up grievance redressal, forget challenging anti -competitive practice. 
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3. India is a more price-sensitive market and most Indian companies/app developers 

operate on thinner margins making it a lot more difficult to navigate the 30 per cent 
tax. The payment cycles further exacerbate the issue by adding to cash flow pressures.  

4. Indian developers see a lot of hope in the Korean law as it now gives India’s anti-trust 
regulator Competition Commission of India (CCI) an important precedent to follow. 

5. CCI had convened a meeting to understand the issue better. It has also been doing 
independent studies to look at what is the right approach. 

6. If CCI actually gives clear direction that there has to be a choice provided to the 
developers, whether it is for the alternative payment or for the distribution, that 
would be huge. That’s what we are hoping to see at some point. 

  
Needed legislations in India also: To regulate apps: 
1. South Korea’s newest legislation, dubbed the ‘anti-Google’ law, is something 

that Indian lawmakers should consider emulating. 
2. In India too, the angst of app developers has been evident in recent times. 
3. According to a report, Apple is facing an antitrust challenge in India from a Rajasthan-

based non-profit called ‘Together We Fight Society’ on this issue. 
4. It remains to be seen if the regulator, the Competition Commission of India, orders an 

investigation. 
5. Last year, it started investigations into similar allegations against Google. A law 

to regulate app store operators is not a drastic departure from this government’s 
thinking on such issues. 

6. Only recently, it promoted the setting up of the Open Network for Digital 
Commerce to “democratise e-commerce” and “to provide alternatives to proprietary 
e-commerce sites”. 

7. The challenge, however, is to protect the smaller sellers and developers without 
undermining the ecosystem for technological innovation. 

The present legislation is a step in the right direction, but it doesn’t solve the problem. 
App developers want clear, fair rules that apply to all apps. Our goal is to restore competition 
once and for all, not one arbitrary, self-serving step at a time. We will continue to push for a real 
solution. 
  
Conclusion: 

• This historic action and bold leadership by South Korean lawmakers mark a monumental step 
in the fight for a fair app ecosystem. 

• The legislation passed by the Assembly will put an end to mandatory in-app purchase in South 
Korea, which will allow innovation, consumer choice, and competition to thrive in this market. 

 

7. RBI's Expansionary Monetary Policy 
• The RBI’s abilities to balance the inflation-growth equation would be tested with the Indian 

economy recovering and the need to ease the expansionary monetary policy. 
 
RBI's expansionary monetary policy 

• The COVID-19 pandemic had crippled economies world over, with India being no exception. 

• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) resorted to an expansionary monetary policy to make way 
for credit creation and dispersal. 

• With high liquidity availability RBI instituted a slew of measures for targeted assistance to 
especially distressed sectors. 
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Concerns / Challenges 

• To manage the tension between restraining inflation 
and supporting the recovery. 

• Inflation remained above the RBI’s target band for the 
past several months, and according to the RBI’s own 
estimates, is expected to remain above the band for 
the next several months. 

• Aggravated unemployment problem caused by big 
firms retrenching labour to cut costs. 

• Issue faced by RBI Transmission of Monetary Policy: 
o Inflexible Cost of Funds. 
o Policy Rates not linked to Market. 
o High Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) 

 
Way Forward 

• Without structural reforms the above issues cannot be 
addressed. 

• Coordination between Fiscal Policy and Monetary 
Policy, and Separating debt management from 
monetary management in order to make the central 
bank more independent would be a good move. 

• The answer lies in the fragile state of the Centre’s 
finances, and its control over interest, pension and 
subsidy expenses 

 

  

Ill-effects of rising Inflation over a 
period of time: 
Inflation encourages current 
consumption (buy goods and 
services now before prices rise) 
and discourages savings. 
1. People with savings suffer 

in times of inflation as 
the purchasing power of 
their savings decreases as 
price levels rise. 

2. The real rate of interest 
(nominal rate less the 
inflation rate) is reduced in 
times of inflation. 

3. Real interest rates may be 
negative if inflation rate is 
greater than the interest 
rate. If so the purchasing 
power of savings declines. 
This discourages savings. 

4. People who have borrowed 
money benefit as the real 
value of loans decreases as 
price levels rise (loans are 
easier to repay in the future 
as prices and income rise 
over time). 
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External Sector 

 

1. The end of the doing business rankings 
• The World Bank Group scrapped its flagship publication, the ‘Doing Business’ report. 

• This report publishes the influential annual ranking of countries on the Ease of Doing Business 
(EDB) index. 

• The Group acted on its commissioned study to examine the ethical issues flagged in preparing 
the 2018 and 2020 editions of the EDB index. 

• The maximum number of irregularities were reported from China, followed by Saudi Arabia, 
the United Arab Emirates, and Azerbaijan. 

  
Background for Ease of Doing Business (EDB) index report: 

• The “Doing Business” report, first published in 2004, was the dominant international 
scorecard, providing an annual snapshot of which countries provided better or worse business 
environments. 

• Countries see a high ranking in this report as a way to attract foreign investment and grow the 
economy. 

• Furthermore, the report’s rankings had additional weight because they could influence the 
World Bank’s decisions about lending support and projects. 

• The report didn’t just affect domestic business environments, but also encouraged countries 
to deregulate their economies 

• Hence, there’s been fierce competition amongst countries to get a top spot in these rankings. 

• However, the limitation on index was that it supposed to measure a country’s overall business 
environment, but it covers only government regulation (except for the tax indicator, which 
includes taxes as a share of gross profit). 

• It leaves out some regulations that affect businesses, such as financial, environmental, and 
intellectual property rules. 

 
EODB in India: Weakening labour regulations: 
1. India has weaponised the mandate to improve the rank in the EDB index to whittle 

down labour laws and their enforcement and bring them close to the free-market 
ideal of ‘hire and fire’. 

2. Most States have emulated Maharashtra’s lead of administrative fiat, which  renders 
labour laws toothless by dismantling official labour inspection systems and allowing 
employers to file self-regulation reports. 

3. The government has farmed out critical safety regulations such as annual inspection 
and certification of industrial boilers to ‘third party’ private agencies.  

4. The Labour Department’s inspection is now not mandated; it is optional only by prior 
intimation to employers. Such abdication of the government’s responsibility towards 
workers has reportedly affected industrial relations.  

5. India claimed the success of its Make in India initiative by relying on its ranking on 
the EDB index without tangible evidence. 

6. It weaponised the index to weaken labour regulations. Handing over law enforcement 
to employers by self-reporting compliance seems to have increased industrial unrest 
and accidents. 

  
Conclusion: 

• The index appears motivated to support the free-market ideal. It is dressed up under 
scientific garb and is underpinned by seemingly objective methods and data collection. 

• Strong leaders (and motivated officials) seem to have used their position to manipulate the 
index to suit their political and ideological ends. 

• The World Bank’s decision to scrap its annual publication Doing Business report is welcome. 
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• Investigations into “data irregularities” in preparing the EDB index, as brought out by 

the independent agency, seems to confirm many shortcomings repeatedly brought to light 
for years now. 

 

2. Global minimum tax 
• Finance Ministers from the Group of Seven (G7) rich nations reached a landmark 

accord setting a global minimum corporate tax rate. 
   
Why a global minimum tax rate? 

• Major economies are aiming to discourage multinationals from shifting profits and tax 
revenues to low-tax countries regardless of where their sales are made. 

• Increasingly, income from intangible sources such as drug patents, software and royalties on 
intellectual property has migrated to these jurisdictions, allowing companies to avoid paying 
higher taxes in their traditional home countries. 

• Now, with its proposal for a minimum 15% tax rate, the USA administration hopes to reduce 
such tax base erosion without putting American firms at a financial disadvantage, allowing 
competition on innovation, infrastructure and other attributes. 

  
Who are the targets? 
1. Apart from low-tax jurisdictions, the proposal for a minimum corporate tax are 

tailored to address the low effective rates of tax shelled out by some of the world’s 
biggest corporations, including digital giants such as Apple, Alphabet and Facebook, as 
well as major corporations such as Nike and Starbucks.  

2. These companies typically rely on complex webs of subsidiaries to hoover profits out 
of major markets into low-tax countries such as Ireland or Caribbean nations such as 
the British Virgin Islands or the Bahamas, or to central American nations such as 
Panama. 

3. India’s annual tax loss due to corporate tax abuse is est imated at over $10 billion, 
according to the Tax Justice Network report. 

4. The US Treasury loses nearly $50 billion a year to tax cheats, according to the Tax 
Justice Network report, with Germany and France also among the top losers.  

    
Where does India stand? 

• In a bid to revive investment activity, Finance Ministry in 2019 announced a sharp cut in 
corporate taxes for domestic companies to 22% and for new domestic manufacturing 
companies to 15%. 

• The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Act, 2019 resulted in the insertion of a section (115BAA) to 
the Income-Tax Act, 1961 to provide for the concessional tax rate of 22% for existing domestic 
companies subject to certain conditions including that they do not avail of any specified 
incentive or deductions. 

  
Impact on India: 
Tax avoidance will continue to remain a troubling issue for the global economy. It will further be 
problematic to enforce such a policy in a federal government structured country like India. A 
lower tax rate is a tool for India to alternatively push economic activity. 
1. If the proposal comes into effect, India may experience a longer economic hangover 

than other developed nations with less ability to offer mega stimulus packages.  
2. Multilateralism will further stumble in such a tax policy.  The policy will create haves 

and have-nots across the world. 
3. While taxation is ultimately a sovereign function , and depends upon the needs and 

circumstances of the nation, the governments should be open to  participate and 
engage in the emerging discussions globally around the corporate tax structure. 
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4. To address “the challenges posed by the enterprises who conduct their business 

through digital means and carry out activities in the country remotely”, the 
government has the ‘Equalisation Levy’, introduced in 2016 following a 
recommendation by a panel constituted to deliberate on taxation of the digital 
economy. 

5. India has already been proactively engaging with foreign governments in double 
taxation avoidance agreements, tax information exchange agreements, and 
multilateral conventions to plug loopholes. This proposal of a common tax rate, 
thereby, adds no further benefits to India.  

  
Conclusion: 

• Multinationals are a source of foreign direct investment. These corporations help to 
generate demand with efficient utilisation of resources and create employment in low-income 
countries. Nations have used their freedom to set corporation tax rates as a way to attract 
such businesses. 

• Smaller countries such as Ireland, the Netherlands and Singapore have attracted footloose 
businesses by offering low corporate tax rates. 

• The global minimum tax rate will finish off every opportunity for such countries whose only 
weapon to attract these companies is lower taxes. 

• In a world where there are income inequalities across geographies, a minimum global 
corporation tax rate could crowd out investment opportunities. 
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Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways, Etc 

 

1. The Promise of Free Power 
• When elections are around the corner, political parties compete with one another in 

promising free power. 

• Promises include free power up to 300 units/month for households, free electricity for 
farmers and waivers of pending bills.  

 
Subsidised electricity supply 

• Supported by state subsidy, electricity tariff to agriculture is low in most States – often less 
than ₹1/unit – and is free in some States. 

• Providing subsidised low tariff for small consumers is necessary, considering the rising costs of 
electricity supply.  

• A low tariff — say, at half the cost of supply — can be justified for such consumers.  

• But free power is already being provided for consumption up to 200 units/month in Delhi and 
Punjab. 

 
Problems with free power 

• While free power to agriculture helps in ensuring food security and promoting rural 
livelihood, it has many adverse impacts. 

• There is inefficient use of electricity and water, neglect of service quality by the distribution 
companies leading to frequent outages and motor burn outs, and high subsidy burden on the 
State governments. 

• Since nearly three-fourth of the agriculture connections in the country are unmetered, 
consumption estimates are often inflated by distribution companies to increase subsidy 
demand. 

• Due to free power in Delhi, the total state subsidy amounts to 11% of the total expenses.  

• In Tamil Nadu, where free power is available to households, half of the total subsidy is 
earmarked for this.  

• If there is further increase in number and consumption limits of free power, the subsidy 
burden on State governments will substantially increase. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• There are issues with metering and billing of households.  

• Any metering effort faces resistance as it is perceived as the first step towards levying 
charges.  

• Free power provision along with issues of metering make implementation of Direct Benefit 
Transfer difficult. 

• Roof-top solar and energy efficiency are good environment-friendly options for homes but 
providing free power to well-off households will discourage them from taking these up.  

 
Way Forward 

• Good power supply and service are necessary to improve quality of life and encourage 
productive activities.  

• This in turn requires financially stable distribution companies and accountability measures for 
quality service for all. 

• Free or low-tariff power is at best a short-term relief, which should be provided to those who 
desperately need it.  

• A government which has the long-term interest of the people in mind should work to limit 
free power beneficiaries. 

• Some ideas which would help in this direction: 
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o A fixed rebate of up to ₹200/month for residential consumers can be provided in the 

electricity bill.  
o As the rebate is delinked from consumption, distribution companies won’t have an 

incentive to inflate consumption.  
o There can be additional rebates for adopting energy-efficient appliances, combined 

with State-level bulk procurement programmes to reduce the cost.  
 

2. Revitalising PM-KUSUM 
• The Union Minister of Power, New and Renewable Energy recently reviewed the progress of 

the PM-KUSUM scheme and reaffirmed the government’s commitment to accelerating solar 
pump adoption. 

• Launched in 2019, PM-KUSUM aims to help farmers access reliable day-time solar power for 
irrigation, reduce power subsidies, and decarbonise agriculture. But pandemic-induced 
disruptions, limited buy-in from States, and implementation challenges have all affected the 
scheme’s roll-out. 

   
Barriers to uptake: 
1. PM-KUSUM provides farmers with incentives to install solar power pumps  and plants 

in their fields. 
2. They can use one of three deployment models: off-grid solar pumps, solarised 

agricultural feeders, or grid-connected pumps. 
3. Off-grid pumps have been the most popular, but the nearly 2,80,000 systems 

deployed fall far short of the scheme’s target of two million by 2022.  
4. Barriers to adoption include limited awareness about solar pumps and farmers’ 

inability to pay their upfront contribution.  
5. Progress on the other two models has been rather poor due to regulatory, financial, 

operational and technical challenges.  
6. Only a handful of States have initiated tenders or commissioned projects for solar 

feeders or grid-connected pumps. 
  
How can we unlock the various opportunities of KUSUM promises? 
Experts proposed five steps for tackling the myriad challenges linked to PM-KUSUM’s 
implementation. 
1. First, extend the scheme’s timelines. 

1. Extending PM-KUSUM’s timelines beyond 2022 would allow DISCOMS to align 
the scheme with their power purchase planning. 

2. Second, create a level playing field for distributed solar plants. Selling surplus power 
to DISCOMS is one of the main attractions of grid-connected models. 

3. Third, streamline land regulations through inter-departmental coordination. 
1. Doing so will help reduce delays in leasing or converting agricultural lands for 

non-agricultural purposes such as solar power generation. 
2. States should constitute steering committees comprising members from all 

relevant departments for this purpose. 
4. Fourth, support innovative solutions for financing farmers’ contributions. Many 

farmers struggle to pay 30-40% of upfront costs in compliance with scheme 
requirements. 

1. Further, they cannot access bank loans without collateral. While some States 
have increased subsidy support, this solution is not scalable.  

2. To ease the financial burden on farmers, we need out-of-the-box solutions. 
3. Consider Karnataka’s pilot of a farmer-developer special-purpose vehicle to 

help farmers install solar power plants on their farms.  
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4. Another promising example is a community-owned model piloted in 

Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand, which could help marginalised farmers own and 
access off-grid pumps with limited upfront contributions. 

5. Fifth, extensively pilot grid-connected solar pumps. 
1. Further, the grid-connected model requires pumps to be metered and billed 

for accounting purposes but suffers from a lack of trust between farmers and 
DISCOMS. 

2. Adopting solutions like smart meters and smart transformers and engaging 
with farmers can build trust and address some operational challenges.  

  
Conclusion: 

• The above-mentioned measures, combined with other agriculture schemes and 
complemented by intensive awareness campaigns, could give a much-needed boost to PM-
KUSUM. 

• Consensus between the Centre and States is the key to the success of this decentralised solar 
power scheme. 

• Any reform in India’s power space cannot take place unless there is consensus between the 
Centre, States and stakeholders. 

• Apart from switching to solar power, farmers should also switch over to drip irrigation 
mode which saves water and power with increased crop output. 

• If successful, the KUSUM scheme can generate hundreds of thousands of jobs, vastly reduce 
the carbon footprint of Indian agriculture, and result in oil import savings. 

 

3. Using Renewable energy to meet India’s economic growth targets 
• India has to consume energy to grow economically and at the same time, has 

to mitigate carbon emissions. In other words, it has to develop sustainably. 
 
Rising Demand for Energy 

• India’s current population is 1.35 billion, which is expected to reach 1.5 billion by 2035. 

• The demand for energy has steadily increased in India, given the increasing population. 

• India is the third-largest consumer of electricity in the world, according to the International 
Energy Agency.  

• India’s per capita electricity consumption grew at a compound annual growth rate of 5.8 per 
cent between 1980 and 2020.  

 
Role of Energy in India’s Economic Growth 

• India has witnessed rapid economic growth in the last three decades, with Gross Domestic 
Product growth rate averaging around six per cent.  

• The economic development has been majorly driven by the development of industries and 
infrastructure at the macro-level. 

• The upliftment of individuals’ living standards at the micro-level has been driven by improved 
access to transportation, cooking fuel, comfort heating or cooling and access to modern 
energy services. 

• Energy and energy services have invariably played a major role at both, the macro and 
micro levels. 

• Energy is an important economic sector that creates jobs and value by extracting, 
transforming and distributing energy goods and services throughout the economy. 

• Renewable energy contributes to mitigating carbon emissions and strengthening economic 
growth.  

 
Way Forward 
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• India should concentrate on low carbon energy consumption from renewable energy 

sources in achieving the economic goals and development.  

• The adoption and promotion of renewable energy in India from an economic and 
sustainability perspective, using qualitative and quantitative frameworks and empirical data, 
is the need of the hour. 

• Government commitments can take the form of credible, time-bound renewable energy 
targets, which serve to anchor investor confidence and set out the trajectory for the sector's 
development. 

• Importantly, targets must be backed by dedicated policies and regulatory frameworks.  
 
Conclusion 

• Renewable energy and technology are fostering economic growth and development while 
ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources and environmental services on 
which our well-being relies. 

 

4. India’s Focus on Digital Infrastructure 
• Infrastructure investment in digital technology combined with the expansion of low-cost 

smartphones has enabled millions of Indians to connect to the internet for the first time.  

• The number of enterprises and households that now have access to a computer has increased 
dramatically, and internet consumption is growing in double digits.  

• This digital transformation has been accompanied by a growing wave of technological 
entrepreneurship. 

 
Digital transformation for Development 

• Digital transformation is now changing the landscape for development. 

• The number of services that can be transported digitally is constantly expanding—banking, 
insurance claims, call centres, compiling audits, completing tax returns, and much more.  

• Patients at home are now able to speak with their doctors and students can access high-
quality education via virtual classrooms.  

• Jobs and labour matching are now increasingly done online. 

• Services are now growing much faster than the manufacturing sector.  

• Growth convergence between India and the developed world is now much faster in the 
services sector compared to the manufacturing sector. 

 
Technology and new spatial trends 

• India has experienced several new spatial development trends.  

• In the manufacturing sector, the formal and organised sector has begun to make the 
transition out of urban areas and towards rural locations within districts.  

• In contrast, the informal or unorganised sector is still transitioning towards urban areas. 

• Urbanisation is helping the informal sector. Technology in making informal sector more 
tradable. 

• Low-tech services have grown exponentially in large cities. 
 
Way Forward 

• If the promises of digitalisation are to be fulfilled, the world will need to align financing and 
investment strategies. 

• This requires active participation of the policymakers, the World Bank, the International 
Monetary Fund, and the United Nations. 

• India has the advantage of demographic dividend and a youth bulge, while the working age 
population in advanced countries is declining. 

• In addition, India alone produced more than 70% of the world’s science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) graduates between 2016 and 2018. 
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• By scaling up investments in human and physical digital infrastructure, and increased 

collaboration with local and global entrepreneurs, India can easily expand its role in the 
growing global market for digital information-technology services. 

 

5. India's Progress Towards Electric Vehicles 
• The vision for the future of mobility in India is based on 7 Cs: common, connected, 

convenient, congestion-free, charged, clean, and cutting-edge. 

• Electric vehicles are the future of India's transportation system and could save billions of 
dollars in fuel cost while also reducing pollution, a report released by NITI Aayog said. 

 
Need for EVs in India 

• Climate change: India has committed to cutting its GHG emissions intensity by 33% to 35% 
percent below 2005 levels by 2030. 

• Energy security: India imports oil to cover over 80 percent of its transport fuel. 

• Innovation: EVs manufacturing capacity will promote global scale and competitiveness. 

• Employment: Promotion of EVs will facilitate employment growth in a sun-rise sector. 

• According to a research, 90 per cent of India’s car owners would willingly switch to electric 
cars, with proper infrastructural support. 

• Infrastructure need 
o There is a strong belief that electric infrastructure will have a massive scale going 

forward. 
o A longer-term policy priority has to be the setting up of lithium battery production 

and solar charging infrastructure of a scale that matches the ambition. 
 
Government Initiatives 

• Government has set a target of electric vehicles making up 30 % of new sales of cars and two-
wheelers by 2030. 

• To build a sustainable EV ecosystem initiative like – National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 
(NEMMP) and Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &) Electric vehicles in India 
(FAME India) have been launched by India. 

• NEMMP was launched with an aim to achieve national fuel security by promoting hybrid and 
electric vehicles in the country. 

• FAME India Scheme was launched with the objective to support hybrid/electric vehicles 
market development and manufacturing ecosystem. 

• The second phase of FAME India Scheme focuses on supporting electrification of public and 
shared transportation and aims to support through subsidies electric vehicles, including 
buses, passenger cars and two-wheelers 

• The Union power ministry categorized charging of batteries as a service, which will help 
charging stations operate without licenses. 

• Implementation of smart cities would also boost the growth of electric vehicle. 
 
Concerns / Challenges 

• India is technologically deficient in the production of electronics that form the backbone of EV 
industry, such as batteries, semiconductors, controllers, etc. 

• India is dependent on countries like Japan and China for the import of lithium-ion batteries. 

• EVs have higher servicing costs and higher levels of skills is needed for servicing. India lacks 
dedicated training courses for such skill development. 

• Affordability of e-vehicles (EVs) and the range they can cover on a single battery charge. 
 
Way Forward 

• Need to shift the focus from subsidizing vehicles to subsidizing batteries because batteries 
make up 50% of EV costs. 
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• Increasing focus on incentivizing electric two-wheelers because two-wheelers account for 

76% of the vehicles in the country and consume most of the fuel. 

• Work places in tech parks, Public bus depots, and Multiplexes are the potential places where 
charging points could be installed. 

• Corporates could invest in charging stations as Corporate Social Responsibility compliances. 

• Addressing technical concerns like AC versus DC charging stations, handling of peak demand, 
grid stability etc. 

• Private investment in battery manufacturing plants and developing low cost production 
technology is needed. 

• As EV adoption increases, so should the contribution of renewables. 

• Need for a policy roadmap on electric vehicles so that investments can be planned. 

• Acquiring lithium fields in Bolivia, Australia, and Chile could become as important as buying oil 
fields as India needs raw material to make batteries for electric vehicles. 

 

6. PM GatiShakti — National Master Plan” for infrastructure development 
• Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the “PM GatiShakti — National Master 

Plan” for infrastructure development aimed at boosting multimodal connectivity and driving 
down logistics costs. 

• PM Gati Shakti aims to institutionalize holistic planning for major infrastructure projects. 

• The projects will incorporate the infrastructure schemes of various ministries and state 
governments such as the Bharatmala road project, Sagarmala waterways plan, ports and the 
UDAN scheme. 

  
What is the project? 

• PM GatiShakti is a digital platform that connects 16 ministries — including Roads and 
Highways, Railways, Shipping, Petroleum and Gas, Power, Telecom, Shipping, and Aviation, 
with a view to ensuring holistic planning and execution of infrastructure projects. 

  
Objective of the PM GatiShakti — National Master Plan”: 
1. The objective is to ensure that each and every department now have visibility of each 

other’s activities providing critical data while planning and execution of projects in 
a comprehensive manner. 

2. Through this, different departments will be able to prioritise their projects 
through cross–sectoral interactions.  

3. The Prime Minister, while launching the project, said examples of poor infrastructure 
planning included newly-built roads being dug up by the water department to lay 
pipes. 

4. The GatiShakti platform aims to prevent such situations by addressing the issue 
of government departments working in silos. 

5. The government expects the platform to enable various government departments to 
synchronise their efforts into a multi-modal network. 

6. It will also offer satellite imagery for monitoring of projects . It is also expected to 
help state governments give commitments to investors regarding timeframes for the 
creation of infrastructure. 

  
How will the platform help bring down logistics costs? 
1. Studies estimate that logistics costs in India are about 13-14% of GDP as against 

about 7-8% of GDP in developed economies. 
2. High logistics costs impact cost structures within the economy, and also make it more 

expensive for exporters to ship merchandise to buyers. 
3. By incorporating infrastructure schemes  under various ministries and state 

governments, including the Bharatmala and inland waterways schemes, and economic 
zones such as textile and pharmaceutical clusters and electronics parks,  the GatiShakti 
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platform aims to boosting last-mile connectivity and bringing down logistics costs with 
integrated planning and reducing implementation overlaps. 

4. Currently, a number of economic zones and industrial parks are not able to reach their 
full productive potential due to inefficient multi-modal connectivity. 

    
Challenges associated with the functioning of PM Gati Shakti: 
1. The Economic Survey for 2020-21 underscored the role of active Centre-State 

partnerships for infrastructure building. 
2. The Survey projects maximum investments towards NIP sectors such as energy, roads, 

urban infrastructure and railways for FY 2021 and 22, with about  ₹8.5-lakh crore to be 
invested by either side annually. 

3. With the pandemic and its associated challenges, the state governments don’t have 
enough finances to invest such large amounts. This will delay the implementation of 
the master plan. 

4. According to the RBI’s paper, the growth rate in credit off-take has steeply declined to 
5.8% in November 2020, as against 14.2% in 2013. 

5. This will reduce private investment in infrastructure projects. At present, there are 
concerns about the declining credit offtake trends from banks as they don’t want to 
get into another Non-Performing Asset (NPA) crisis in future. 

6. The plan does not address a few key infrastructural challenges:  Land acquisition is 
often the biggest impediment in the development of India. Many development 
projects get delayed due to land acquisition issues. 

7. Further, these delays add up to the costs of many projects,  making them a less 
efficient and more costly project for development. 

8. There are other issues such as litigation issues, alienation of local communities and 
the violation of environmental norms, etc.  

9. These issues make the rate of implementation of projects is very slow on global 
standards. The Gati Shakti master plan offers little or no solution to these major 
challenges. 

  
Conclusion: 

• The portal would help states avoid both cost and time overruns, and allow them to provide 
the benefit of valuable infrastructure to their residents sooner. 

• The Gati Shakti will boost economic growth, attract foreign investments and enhance the 
country’s global competitiveness thereby enabling smooth transportation of goods, people 
and services and creating employment opportunities. 

• Thus, the PM Gati Shakti will help India to realise its dream of becoming the “business 
capital” of the world. But all the challenges must be addressed on priority in order for the 
project to be a success. 

 

7. Asset monetisation 
• The government has announced an ambitious programme of asset monetisation. It hopes 

to earn ₹6 trillion in revenues over a four-year period.  

• Creation of National Monetisation Pipeline (NMP) is Government of India’s pioneering 
initiative to establish a medium-term pipeline along with a roadmap for “monetisation 
ready” assets. 

  
Meaning of Asset Monetisation: 
1. In asset monetisation, the government parts with its assets — such as roads, coal 

mines — for a specified period of time in exchange for a lump sum payment. 
2. At the end of the period, the assets return to the government . Unlike in 

privatisation, no sale of government assets is involved . 
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3. By monetising assets, it has already built, the government can earn revenues to build 

more infrastructure. 
4. Asset monetisation will happen mainly in three sectors: roads, railways and power.  
5. Other assets to be monetised include: airports, ports, telecom, stadiums and power 

transmission. 
  
About National Monetisation Pipeline (NMP): 
1. It is an ambitious 4 year period ₹6 lakh-crore National Monetisation Pipeline (NMP) 

that included unlocking value in brownfield projects by involving private firms across 
infrastructure sectors from passenger trains and railway stations to airports.  

2. As per the plan, private firms can invest in projects for a fixed return using 
the Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvIT) route  as well as operate and develop the 
assets for a certain period before transferring them back to the government agency. 

  
First, under-utilised assets: 
Two important statements have been made about the asset monetisation programme. 
One, the focus will be on under-utilised assets. 
Two, monetisation will happen through public-private partnerships (PPP) and Investment Trusts. 
   
What are the challenges? 
Among the key challenges that may affect the NMP roadmap are: 

1. Lack of identifiable revenues streams in various assets, 
2. Level of capacity utilisation in gas and petroleum pipeline networks,  
3. Dispute resolution mechanism, 
4. Regulated tariffs in power sector assets, and 
5. Low interest among investors in national highways below four lanes.  

• While the government has tried to address these challenges in the NMP framework, 
execution of the plan remains key to its success. 

• The NMP framework notes that other key impediments to the monetisation process 
are asset-specific challenges such as presence of an identifiable revenue stream. 

• This is specifically relevant to the railway sector, which has seen limited PPP success as a 
mode of project delivery. 

• Konkan Railway, for instance, has multiple stakeholders, including state governments, which 
own stake in the entity. 

• Creating an effective monetisation transaction structure could be a bit challenging in this 
case. 

  
Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvIT): Another way of going about it: 
1. The other form of monetisation the government has indicated is 

creating Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvIT) to which monetisable assets will be 
transferred. 

2. InvITs are mutual fund-like vehicles in which investors can subscribe to units that give 
dividends. The sponsor of the Trust is required to hold a minimum prescribed 
proportion of the total units issued. 

   
Conclusion: 

• The end objective of this initiative is to enable “infrastructure creation through monetisation” 
wherein the public and private sector collaborate, each excelling in their core areas of 
competence, so as to deliver socio-economic growth and quality of life to the country’s 
citizens. 

• The government can set up an Asset Monetisation Monitoring Authority staffed 
by competent professionals. 
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• The authority must put all aspects of monetisation under the scanner and valuation, the 

impact on price charged to the consumer, monetisation of under-utilised versus well-utilised 
assets, the experience across different sectors, etc. — and document the lessons learnt. 

 

8. Rural power solutions 
• The Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission (RERC) has ordered the State’s three power 

distribution companies, or DISCOMS (the Jaipur, Ajmet and Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam 
Limited) to solarise unelectrified public schools. 

• This has the potential to electrify about 1,500 government-run schools in the remote parts of 
the State with roof-top solar panels and generate about 15 megawatts (MW) of power. 

• The RERC has also suggested installation of batteries to ensure storage of power. 
 
Clean energy drive: 
1. The RERC order also directs Rajasthan’s cash-strapped discoms to seek corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) funds for the solarising drive and allows schools ownership 
of the power systems in a phased manner. 

2. This removes the burden of infrastructure development expenses  on discoms, while 
also ensuring clean energy for the schools. 

3. The power that is generated could also be counted towards the discoms Renewable 
Purchase Obligations (RPO). 

4. Renewable Purchase Obligations (RPO)  is the proportion of power that distribution 
companies must procure from renewable sources. 

 
Conclusion: 
1. Taking a cue from the RERC ruling, a greater number of public buildings could be used to 

install roof-top solar panels. 
2. Buildings such as primary health centres, panchayat offices, railway stations and bus stops 

could easily be transitioned to utilising clean energy. 
3. And with battery storage, the susceptibility of grid infrastructure to extreme weather events 

could be mitigated. This is called climate proofing. 
4. A State such as Rajasthan, which is most exposed to solar irradiation, could set an example by 

making its urban and rural centres, power generators, consumers, and suppliers in the same 
breath. 
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Industrial Policy and Industrial Growth 

 

1. Supply Chain Management 
• Supply chain management (SCM) is the centralized management of the flow of goods and 

services and includes all processes that transform raw materials into final products. 

• It involves the active streamlining of a business’s supply-side activities to gain a competitive 
advantage in the marketplace. 

 
Supply chain resilience (SCR) 

• Supply chain resilience (SCR) is an approach wherein a country instead of being dependent 
on just one or a few nations has diversified its supply risk across a range of supplying 
nations. 

• SCR aims to reduce the dependency on a single nation. 

• The Global supply chain's over-reliance on China's manufacturing industry and its weakness 
was exposed by the supply chain disruptions during Covid-19. 

 
India’s Vulnerabilities in SCM 

• A large emerging economy such as India can ill-afford the shocks of disruption in supply 
chains. 

• India cannot allow itself to be held hostage due to an over-reliance on imports. 

• In unanticipated events, natural and man-made, that disrupt supplies from a particular 
country or even intentional halts to trade, could adversely impact economic activity in the 
destination country. 

• The pandemic caused a breakdown in global supply chains in the automotive sector since 
most global manufacturers in China abruptly went offline. 

• For India, which imports 27% of its requirement of automotive parts from China, this 
quandary was a wake-up call. 

 
Impacts on India 

• Chinese supplies dominate segments of the Indian economy. 

• Sectors that have been impacted by supply chain issues arising out of the pandemic include 
pharmaceuticals, automotive parts, electronics, shipping, chemicals and textiles. 

• In areas such as Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients for medicines, India is fully dependent on 
China. 

• In electronics, China accounts for 45% of India’s imports 
 
Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) 

• In a move to counter China’s dominance of supply chain in the Indo-Pacific region, trade 
ministers of India, Japan and Australia have launched the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative 
(SCRI). 

• The SCRI aims to create a virtuous cycle of enhancing supply chain resilience with a view to 
eventually attaining strong, sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth in the region. 

• It seeks to build upon the bilateral frameworks like the Asean-Japan Economic Resilience 
Action Plan and India-Japan Industrial Competitiveness Partnership and attract foreign direct 
investment in the region. 

 
Way Forward 

• India needs to enhance self-reliance against China, so that it could build resilience into the 
economy’s supply networks. 

• Although India appears an attractive option for potential investors both as a market and as a 
manufacturing base, it needs to accelerate progress in ease of doing business and in skill 
building. 
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• India must strengthen its strategy to boost manufacturing competitiveness and increase its 

share in world trade. 

• There is a certain and urgent need to create an infrastructure that raises the competitiveness 
of India’s exports. 

• India needs to push through long-pending legislation that aims to address the structural 
bottlenecks (in 4Ls: Land, Labour, Law, Liquidity) that continue to plague and hinder 
domestic competitiveness. 

• An efficient supply chain network is essential for projects such as Make in India and Start-up 
India to build a self-reliant India. 

 

2. Indian MSMEs 
• A major problem MSMEs in India face is their very definition. 

• More than 95% are not legally identifiable as SMEs and that prevents proper allocation of 
institutional support. 

• Since MSMEs are not registered separately under statutes such as the Companies Act, there is 
no mechanism to distinguish them from other corporate entities. This fails to acknowledge 
the heterogeneity among enterprises. 

• With Atmanirbhar Bharat, the Centre has taken several steps redefining MSMEs, credit 
access, subordinate debt, preference in government tenders towards ‘energising the MSME 
sector’. 

• It has also launched the MSME Udyam portal for registration, though this is not mandatory. 
Information asymmetry on government schemes and incentives on registration must be 
addressed. 

 
MSME sector in India: 
1. MSMEs, which make up for about 45 per cent of the country’s total manufacturing 

output, 40 per cent of exports, almost 30 per cent of the national GDP are stressed 
due to depleting internal reserves and low visibility of demand for next six months at 
least. 

2. It is the second largest employment generating sector after agricult ure. It provides 
employment to around 120 million persons in India.  

3. With around 36.1 million units throughout the geographical expanse of the 
country, MSMEs contribute around 6.11% of the manufacturing GDP and 24.63% of 
the GDP from service activities. 

4. MSME ministry has set a target to up its contribution to GDP to 50% by 2025 as India 
becomes a $5 trillion economy. 

 
Issues and challenges in MSMEs: 
1. A recently conducted survey finds that production in SMEs has fallen from an average 

of 75% to 13%. 
2. With 110 million employed by Indian SMEs, it is crucial to ensure adequate 

institutional support, failing which we might see an even larger impact on livelihoods.  
3. SMEs also account for a third of India’s GDP, 45% of manufacturing output and 48% 

of exports and hence are crucial to manufacturing and export competitiveness.  
4. With SMEs’ operational challenges exacerbated by Covid-19, it is all the more 

important to focus on this sector. 
5. SMEs will be vital in absorbing a significant proportion of the 600 million entrant s to 

the labour market in EMEs by 2030. 
   
Factors led to the growth of MSME: 
1. Increasing internet penetration, customer’s familiarization  with digital payments 

fuelled by B2C ecommerce players facilitate MSME sector growth. 
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2. Tie-ups with new-age non-banking finance (FinTech) companies allowed access to 

timely collateral free finance to MSMEs. 
3. It provides opportunity for budding entrepreneurs  to build creative products boosting 

business competition and fuels growth. 
4. Small industries and retail businesses in tier-II and tier-III cities create opportunities 

for people to use banking services and products.  
5. Campaigns like Skill India, Startup India, Digital India and Make in India aim to provide 

MSME players with a level playing field and a definitive push towards enhanced 
productivity. 

6. Younger generation shifting from agriculture towards entrepreneurial activities 
creating job prospects for others.  

  
Conclusion: 

• Thus, Indian MSME sector is the backbone of the national economic structure and acts as a 
bulwark for Indian economy, providing resilience to ward off global economic shocks and 
adversities. 

• Given the important role played by the sector in the economy, issues faced by it must be 
addressed on an urgent basis to revive the economy battered by the pandemic. 

• Apart from the fiscal stimulus, the sector requires a political-economy approach that 
prioritizes MSME interests. 

• India needs to ease the regulatory burden of small units and aid their survival through fiscal 
support. Above all, they need a level-playing field vis-à-vis big businesses. 

 

3. Adopting Technology among MSMEs 
• The MSME sector in India continues to demonstrate remarkable resilience. 
• The sector has sustained an annual growth rate of over 10% for the past few years. 

• The sector has shown admirable innovativeness and adaptability to survive economic shocks, 
even of the gravest nature. 

 
Significance of MSME 

• The significance of MSMEs is attributable to their calibre for employment generation, low 
capital and technology requirement. 

• They are also important for promotion of industrial development in rural areas, use of 
traditional or inherited skill, use of local resources, mobilization of resources and exportability 
of products. 

• According to the estimates of the Ministry of MSME, the sector generates around 100 million 
jobs through over 46 million units situated throughout the geographical expanse of the 
country. 

• With 38% contribution to the nation’s GDP and 40% and 45% share of the overall exports and 
manufacturing output, respectively - they play a role in social and economic restructuring of 
India. 

• The sector is engaged in the manufacturing of over 6,000 products ranging from traditional to 
hi-tech items. 

• MSMEs are likely to play a significant role in the government’s $5 trillion economy vision by 
2025, provided technology adoption becomes the key focus for enterprises ahead. 

 
Adopting technology 

• Adopting technology improves all aspects of their business including engagement with 
stakeholders, financial management, marketing, supply chain management, product 
innovation, skill development, employee engagement and other areas. 

• The current business landscape across the globe is being led by digital technologies that are 
transforming the way systems and processes work. 
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• In fact, it wouldn’t be incorrect to say that unless companies adopt digitization now, they will 

never be able to gain a competitive advantage. 

• An initiative being led by the CII, Digital Saksham embarks on the beginning of a digital 
adoption movement. 

• The goal is to strengthen over three lakh MSMEs through digital adoption, improved business 
skills and financial inclusion, thus strengthening their competitiveness through digital know-
how and acceptance. 

• Among existing digital tools, cloud computing has been the prominent go-to solution for small 
businesses during the pandemic to secure their data and enable a remote work environment. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• MSMEs face multiple challenges, ranging from limited budgets to a lack of know-how and 
expertise required in the adoption of digital technologies, security and trust issues. 

• Lack of finance prevents MSMEs from investing in innovative projects, improving their 
productivity, and seizing opportunities for expanding to enter new markets. 

• Unavailability of right technology talent, and fundamentally being averse to the adoption of 
the latest technologies have been and would remain among key challenges. 

 
Way Forward 

• Improved access to finance is needed to boost the widespread technological transformation 
of MSMEs across the country.  

• MSMEs need to be better integrated into the digital economy to expand their market 
access, diversify their customer base and solidify their supply chain. 

• They need to become digitally trained rather than outsourcing the digitization work. 

• The integration of MSMEs into the digital economy can begin with digital and financial 
education leading to improved business practices and digital acceptance. 

• Industry and the Indian economy along with MSMEs would reap the benefits of leveraging 
technology, that will have positive ripple effects on the nation’s GDP and the creation of more 
jobs. 

 

4. ‘Industry 4.0’ and MSMEs 
• Industrial Revolution 4.0 refers to the fourth industrial revolution related to manufacturing 

and chain production. 

• Industry 4.0 is a complex Cyber-Physical Systems which synergizes production with digital 
technologies, the Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data & Analytics, Machine 
Learning and Cloud Computing. 

• With the help of these technologies, the manufacturing industry will be able to make data-
driven decisions. 

 
‘Industry 4.0’ and MSMEs: 
1. Through the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s new -age business model, smart 

corporations and digitally-enabled MSMEs can enjoy a symbiotic relationship that 
promotes greater production efficiency, ensures lower time to market as well 
as higher service satisfaction for customers and other stakeholders. 

2. Given their role in promoting inclusive development, if MSMEs miss the global 
automation journey, it will exacerbate economic inequality.  

3. In addressing this issue, MSMEs need to leverage the support that the government 
and industry ecosystem offers to work for the common cause in overcoming these 
challenges. 

 
Challenges with regard to Industry 4.0 for MSMEs: 
MSMEs face challenges when it comes to adopting new technologies such as Industry 4.0. 
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1. First, they lack awareness regarding Industry 4.0 and its benefits. 

1. They consider such technologies disruptive and having the potential to 
demolish their existing system. 

2. However, Industry 4.0 believes in improving the existing system.  Scientific 
literature provides evidence of sensors and WiFi networks being integrated 
with old machines like lathes and mills to improve their performance.  

2. Second, MSMEs will need to make major financial investments to adopt Industry 
4.0. Investing in the right set of technologies will need experts and consultants as 
well. 

3. Third, for any new technology to be adopted, an organisation requires a positive 
organisational culture and the support of people. 

4. MSMEs need to believe in the advantages that Industry 4.0 technologies can 
offer. 

4. Fourth, the frameworks and steps that can assist MSMEs in adopting Industry 4.0 
technologies have been missing. 

4. In this regard, MSMEs need to understand the data they are producing 
from all their operational activities. Based on such data, their  readiness 
can be evaluated. 

5. Finally, MSMEs should develop their own vision of Industry 4.0 technologies  that they 
want to adopt and identify the relevant tools and practices they need for such a 
tailored vision. 

   
Conclusion: 

• As India joined the group of top 50 countries in the global innovation index for the first time 
in 2020, it is imperative for its MSMEs to embrace Industry 4.0 technologies without any 
hesitation. 

• Proper sensitisation of the Government of India, higher education institutions, practitioners, 
entrepreneurs, industrial associations, trade unions, venture capitalists, consultants and 
research agencies would help to speed up this task. 

• This becomes imperative given the manufacturing challenges abruptly posed by the COVID-19 
pandemic when most of the healthcare infrastructure in India is MSME-dependent. 

 

5. Production-Linked Incentive scheme for textile sector 
• The Government has approved the Production-Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme for the textile 

sector with emphasis on man-made fibres (MMF) and technical textiles segments of the 
industry. 

• Now there is a shift in consumer preferences towards man-made fibres compared to cotton 
as the fibre of choice in the 1990s. 

• The objective of the scheme is to help Indian textile companies to become global champions 
and to regain India’s dominance in global textiles trade. 

 
Details of the scheme 

• The scheme is aimed at promoting industries that invest in the production of man-made fibre 
apparel, man-made fibre fabrics, and technical textile segments/products.  

• Priority will also be given to investment in aspirational districts, Tier-3, Tier-4 towns, and rural 
areas. 

• The technical textiles are a new age textile with huge potentials in the infrastructure, water, 
health and hygiene, defence, etc. 

• The PLI Scheme and the National Technical Textile Mission will give enormous opportunity for 
MMF segment. 

 
Why the stress on man-made fibre? 
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• The scheme focuses on the man-made fibre segment to enable the Indian textile and clothing 

sector to regain its dominant status in the global textiles trade.  

• Currently, Indian production and export of textile and clothing products are largely cotton-
based. 

• In 2018-19, less than one-third of Indian textile and clothing exports was man-made fibre-
based. 

• In contrast, of the total textile and clothing exports by China, almost 80% are man-made fibre-
based.  

• Of the total global fibre manufacturing and consumption, 70% is man-made fibre-related, 
while in India it is just about 35%.  

• Annual textile and clothing exports have remained largely stagnant over the last seven years. 

• In recent years, countries including Bangladesh and Vietnam have gained a sizeable share in 
the man-made fibre segment. 

• This makes it more vital for India to provide policy support to ensure the country remains 
competitive internationally.  

 
Impact on traditional textiles 

• The scheme will not impact traditional textile segments such as jute or cotton.  

• The traditional segments have a large number of industries spread across micro, small and 
medium enterprises and large-scale operations.  

• They will continue to invest and grow in the fields they are strong in. 
 
Import Dependence 

• During 2018-19, the import of man-made fibre garments jumped 39% from the previous year, 
while the import of the man-made fibre yarn, fabrics, and made-ups rose 16%.  

• With the government recently removing the anti-dumping duty, most man-made fibre is now 
available in India at internationally competitive prices.  

• Now with an incentive to invest in production, Indian manufacturing of man-made fibre value-
added products is expected to increase and thus bring down imports. 

 
What lies ahead? 

• The scheme is expected to attract fresh investments and generate more jobs. 

• The expectation is that it will motivate industries to make fresh investments in the select 
product lines and scale up capacities. 

• Global retail brands, which are present in India are likely to start sourcing from India once the 
garments become available at internationally competitive prices. 

 

6. Role of Auto Industry in India’s Economic Growth 
• In the last 3 decades, auto industry has grown substantially. The passenger vehicles, the SUV 

and two-wheeler volumes have grown more than 10 times. 
 
Advancements in the Auto Industry 

• Advancement of the supplier ecosystem in India, both homegrown as well as the MNC 
offshoots. 

• The build-quality of our products.  
o Quality defects have reduced by a staggering 90 per cent and now compare 

favourably with most advanced markets.  

• Our ability to design, engineer and develop world-class products completely in India.  
o Today, every major carmaker has an engineering centre in India, and many have 

complete product development capability here. This also gives India a competitive 
edge. 
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Auto Industry and MSME Sector 

• The auto industry does a lot of good for the MSME sector which is a big employment 
generator for India. 

• The MSME share of value-addition to a car is 35 per cent. 

• The automotive aftermarket provides economic opportunities to thousands of MSMEs. 

• One estimate puts the total number of MSMEs engaged in the auto value chain in the range 
of 25,000-30,000. 

 
Auto industry’s Contribution to the Economy 

• The Indian auto industry embodies the spirit of Atmanirbhar Bharat, and many other 
industries can take some lessons from it. 

• The industry contributes 6.4 per cent to GDP, around 35 per cent to manufacturing GDP, 
supports over 8 million jobs directly and as many as 30 million more in the value chain.  

• It accounts for cumulative investments of $35 billion over last 10 years, and generates export 
revenue of $27 billion that is nearly 8 per cent of the total merchandise exports from India. 

 
Potential of the Indian auto industry 

• The potential of the Indian auto industry, though, is much larger.  

• Auto industry must not be not seen as a “sin” industry, but as an important economic 
growth driver for the country.  

• If the nation wants to be a $5 trillion economy, it cannot happen without the auto industry 
making a major contribution. 

• The scrappage policy will further help to take polluting, unsafe, gas-guzzlers off the roads.  

• Rapid localisation of EV tech also offers a big economic growth opportunity for the auto 
component sector. 

 
Way Forward 

• The time is right for the government and the industry to work together in a mission mode to 
grow the industry by 10-12 per cent per year for the next 10 years. 

• We need to enhance local value addition and make large investments in capacities. 

• Indian products need to be globally competitive in cost, quality, and technology. 

• India needs to sign bilateral treaties to get favourable tariff regimes for auto exports.  

• The government needs to take a hard look at rationalising the extremely high GST rates on 
automobiles in a phase-wise manner and be pragmatic about introducing new regulations. 

• Automobile prices have increased significantly because of various new regulations introduced 
in the last two-three years. Perhaps a pause is needed. 

• The government had released an Automotive Mission Plan 2026. This plan needs to be 
revised in the current context jointly with the industry.  

• All stakeholders must treat this as a strategy document and commit to implement it.  

• Done right, a $200 billion industry with exports of $50 billion by 2026 is not out of reach. 

 

7. A relief package to lift India’s Telecom gloom 
The Union Cabinet approved a crucial plan to provide relief to the ailing telecom sector. 
 
Structural Reforms by the government: 
1. Rationalization of Adjusted Gross Revenue:  Non-telecom revenue will be excluded 

on prospective basis from the definition of AGR. 
2. Bank Guarantees (BGs) rationalized: Huge reduction in BG requirements (80%) 

against License Fee (LF) and other similar Levies.  
3. Interest rates rationalized/ Penalties removed: From 1st October, 2021, Delayed 

payments of License Fee (LF)/Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) will attract interest rate of 
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SBI’s MCLR plus 2% instead of MCLR 
plus 4%; interest compounded 
annually instead of monthly; penalty 
and interest on penalty removed. 

4. For Auctions held henceforth, no BGs 
will be required to secure instalment 
payments. 

5. Spectrum Tenure: In future Auctions, 
tenure of spectrum increased from 20 
to 30 years. 

6. Surrender of spectrum will be 
permitted after 10 years for spectrum 
acquired in the future auctions. 

7. No Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) for 
spectrum acquired in future spectrum auctions.  

8. Spectrum sharing encouraged- additional SUC of 0.5% for spectrum sharing removed. 
9. To encourage investment, 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) under automatic 

route permitted in Telecom Sector . 
  
However, concerns that need to be take care: 
1. Gross revenue has dropped by 15% to 20% for the year 2017-18 over the preceding 

year for the incumbents and overall sector revenue has dropped. Also, there is drop in 
voice and data revenue per user. 

2. Service providers have to incur huge initial fixed cost to enter semirural and rural 
areas. Key reasons behind these costs are lack of basic infrastructure like power and 
roads, resulting in delays in rolling out the infrastructure.  

3. The change in definition of AGR that will reduce the burden on telcos, applies only 
prospectively, so those past dues remain payable. 

4. While it provides time to put their house in order, the telcos’ overall liabili ty does not 
come down and ultimately they will have to raise tariffs to generate sufficient cash 
flows. AGR dues will have to be paid with interest.  

5. A long-standing demand for the government’s intervention in setting telecom floor 
tariffs, as it has done in the civil aviation sector to protect competition, did not find a 
place in the relief package. 

6. Available spectrum is less than 40% as compared to European nations and 50% as 
compared to China. Hence, it is imperative that spectrum auctioning at sustainable 
prices is the need of the hour. 

7. Also, government auction spectrum at an exorbitant cost which makes it difficult for 
mobile operators to provide services at reasonable speeds. 

8. However, the government was keen on ensuring that there were more players in the 
sector and customer retaining choices. Competition in the sector will always lead to 
better prices and better technology. 

  
Conclusion: 

• Enhanced accessibility of the broadband services will enable the digital empowerment of 
India, hence adequate steps must be taken by the government to strengthen the overall 
telecom sector. 

• The government needs to actively facilitate shared infrastructure with policies and 
legislation. 

• The telecom industry is crucial to India’s next wave of growth through digitalisation and the 
government should not be blinded by short-term revenue considerations that imperil long-
term prospects. 
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Agriculture and Associated Issues 

 

1. The Roots of the Agricultural Crisis 
Farmer Protests in Recent Years 

• The last four years have seen a series of large protests in most of the States.  

•  A group of farmers from Tamil Nadu camped in Delhi for over 100 days. 

• Maharashtra was witness to the ‘Kisan Long March’ of farmers. 

• Similar protests have erupted in Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Gujarat, Karnataka and 
Chhattisgarh.  

• Clearly, farmers’ unrest is not new and has been building up for quite some time.  

• The issues concerning these instances of unrest have a common thread — of declining 
agricultural incomes, stagnant wages and withdrawal of state support to agriculture. 

 
Changing face of agriculture 

• The real issue is  
o The lack of remunerative prices for a majority of agricultural commodities,  
o A sharp increase in price variability in recent years, and  
o An unpredictable and arbitrary government policy regime. 

• It is these which have led to a recurrence of distress in the agricultural sector. 

• Part of the problem is the changing nature of agriculture which has seen increased 
dependence on markets which has contributed to increasing variability in output prices.  

• Limited intervention by the government in protecting farmers’ income and stabilising prices 
through MSP-led procurement operations. 

• Other than rice and wheat — and to some instance, pulses — most crops suffer from 
inadequate intervention from MSP operations. 

• Even these procurement operations are unable to stabilise prices with falling demand and a 
slowing economy.  

• In many States of eastern India, wheat is sold at 20-40% lower prices compared to MSP. 

• It is the same in the case of paddy where most States have seen market prices significantly 
lower than the MSP. 

• Maize was sold at 40-60% lower than the MSP in most States.  
 
Factors behind vulnerability 

• Increasing mechanisation and monetisation are met by non-institutional sources including 
middlemen which has contributed to the rising cost of cultivation and increase in loan 
defaults.  

• With agricultural investment declining, the result is rising input costs and falling output 
prices. 

• The Covid-19 lockdown increased the uncertainty and vulnerability in the agricultural sector 
both on input and output prices. 

 
The rice and wheat focus 

• Procurement of rice and wheat at MSP completely insulated farmers against any price or 
market risks. 

• The area shares of rice and wheat in the total cropped area rose from 48% in Punjab and 29% 
in Haryana in the early 1970s to 84% and 60%, respectively in recent years.  

• While wheat was being cultivated in this region since long, paddy cultivation was totally new 
for most farmers in Punjab and Haryana.  

• Some experts foresaw the serious consequences of continuation of paddy cultivation in the 
region and suggested diversification away from the rice-wheat system in the mid-1980s. 
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• A large number of reports and policy documents have been prepared to develop alternative 

options to reduce the area under paddy — due to its adverse effect on natural resources, the 
ecology, the environment, and fiscal resources.  

• The rice production is rising and shifting towards other States. This will further increase 
pressure on the procurement and buffer stock of rice.  

• Rice and wheat procurement in the country has more than doubled after 2006-07 and buffer 
stocks have swelled to an all-time high. Such large stocks are creating stress on the fiscal 
resources of the government.  

 
Environmental and jobs issues 

• The biggest casualty of paddy cultivation and the policy of free power for pumping out 
groundwater for irrigation is the depletion of groundwater resources. 

• In the last decade, the water table has shown a decline in 84% observation wells in Punjab 
and 75% in Haryana.  

• In the last couple of years, the burning of paddy stubble and straw has become another 
serious environmental and health hazard in the whole region. 

• Another serious challenge for the two States is to provide attractive employment to rural 
youths.  

 
Way Forward 

• The agricultural sector needs comprehensive policy overhaul to recognise the new challenges 
of agriculture which is diversifying and getting integrated with the non-agricultural sector. 

• This not only entails a better understanding of the structural issues but also innovative 
thinking to protect farmers’ livelihood. 

• It requires fiscal support and institutional structures to support the agricultural sector and 
protect it.  

• To enable Punjab and Haryana farmers to move toward high-paying horticulture crops 
requires institutional arrangements on price assurance such as contract farming. 

• To meet the aspirations of rural youth to get satisfactory employment, the State needs large-
scale private investments in modern industry, services, and commerce besides agriculture. 

• The solution to the ecological, environmental and economic challenges facing agriculture in 
the traditional Green Revolution States is to shift from MSP crops to high value crops and in 
the promotion of non-farm activities.  

• Farmers’ groups and farmer producer organisations can play a significant role in the direct 
marketing of farmer’s produce. 

• Both Punjab and Haryana need to promote economic activities with strong links with 
agriculture like 

o promotion of food processing in formal and informal sectors 
o big push to post-harvest value addition  
o agro- and agri-input industries 
o high-tech agriculture 

 
Conclusion 
The traditional Green Revolution States of Punjab and Haryana would need to shed “business as 
usual” approach and embrace an innovative development strategy in agriculture and non-
agriculture to secure and improve the future of farming and rural youth. 
 

2. Repeal of the three farm laws 
• Recently the Government announced the repeal of the three farm laws. 

• Farmers, mostly from Punjab and Haryana, have been protesting against these laws at the 
borders of Delhi since November 26, 2020. 
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• The laws sought to reorganise India’s agriculture sector more in accordance with the 

principles of market economy. 

• They would have redesigned the country’s food procurement and distribution 
mechanisms, triggering fears that the producers and consumers would be adversely affected, 
to the benefit of big companies. 

• Such fears were aggravated by the undemocratic manner in which these laws were brought 
about, through ordinances, and passed in Parliament without deliberations, or consultations 
with the States. 

 
What were the farm laws that have been repealed? 
1. The Farmers Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 2020,  

which is aimed at allowing trade in agricultural produce outside the existing APMC 
(Agricultural Produce Market Committee) mandis;  

1. It seeks to create an ecosystem where the farmers and traders enjoy the 
freedom of choice relating to sale and purchase of farmers’ produce.  

2. The reform grants freedom to farmers and buyers to transact in agricultural 
commodities even outside notified APMC mandis ensuring competitive 
alternative trading channels to promote efficient, transparent and barrier-free 
interstate and intra-state trade. 

2. The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and 
Farm Services Act, 2020, which seeks to provide a framework for contract farming; 

1. It seeks to provide for a national framework on contract farming that protects 
and empowers farmers in their engagement with agri-business firms, 
processors, wholesalers, exporters or large retailers for farm services  and sale 
of future farming produce at a mutually agreed remunerative price in a fair 
and transparent manner. 

3. The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020, which is aimed at removing 
commodities such as cereals, pulses, oilseeds, edible oils, onion and potato from the 
list of essential commodities. 

1. It seeks to remove commodities like cereals, pulses, oilseeds, edible oils, 
onion and potatoes from the list of essential commodities. 

2. The reform ends the era of frequent imposition of stock-holding limits except 
under extraordinary circumstances. 

 
How farmers managed to sustain farm law protest for a year? 
It is being called the longest agrarian movement in independent India. The agitation against the 
three farm laws passed in September 2020 started in Punjab, but gradually spread to the 
neighbouring state of Haryana and parts of Uttar Pradesh. 
 
How does the repeal impact the political economy of rural India? 
1. There may be some deficiencies in the exact design and mechanism of the reforms 

proposed in the three farm laws, but most advocates of agricultural reform would 
agree that they were in the right direction. 

2. That the government chose to push these reforms through its own set of consultations 
left many stakeholders feeling left out, and created a backlash.  

3. The repeal underlines that any future attempts to reform the rural agricultural 
economy would require a much wider consultation, not only for better design of 
reforms, but for wider acceptance. 

4. The repeal would leave the government hesitant about pursuing these reforms in 
stealth mode again. 

 
Conclusion: 
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In bowing to public demand, the Government has shown flexibility and pragmatism. Farmers 
should not only withdraw the protest now but also show a more flexible approach regarding 
the path ahead to reform the sector. 
 

3. All about MSP and the demand for a legal backing 
Now that the three laws are withdrawn, pressure is mounting on the union government to 
implement the other demand by the farm unions: Providing legal guarantee for the minimum 
support prices (MSP) of crops. 
  
What is MSP? Why was it introduced? 

• MSP is the minimum support price. It was first introduced in the 1965-66 season (July-June) 
for wheat, and it now covers 23 crops. 

• It is announced weeks ahead of the Kharif and Rabi sowing seasons. It was introduced to 
incentivize farmers to grow food crops when India faced a shortage of food grains. 

  
Why are the unions seeking legal guarantee for MSP? 

1. While the MSPs technically ensure a minimum 50% return on all cultivation costs, 
these are largely on paper. 

2. In most crops grown across much of India, the prices received by farmers, 
especially during harvest time, are well below the officially-declared MSPs. 

3. And since MSPs have no statutory backing, they cannot demand these as a matter 
of right. 

4. The unions want the government to enact legislation conferring mandatory status 
to MSP, rather than just being an indicative or desired price. 

  
How can that entitlement be implemented? 
There are basically three ways. 

1. The first is by forcing private traders or processors to pay MSP. This is already 
applicable in sugarcane. 

1. Sugar mills are required, by law, to pay farmers the Centre’s “fair and 
remunerative price” for cane, with some state governments fixing even 
higher so-called “advised prices”. 

2. The Sugarcane (Control) Order, 1966 issued under the Essential 
Commodities Act, obliges payment of this legally-guaranteed price within 
14 days of cane purchase. 

2. The second is by the government undertaking procurement at MSP  through its 
agencies such as the Food Corporation of India (FCI), National Agricultural 
Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (Nafed) and Cotton Corporation of 
India (CCI). 

1. Generally speaking, MSP implementation has been effective only in four 
crops (sugarcane, paddy, wheat and cotton); partly so in five (chana, 
mustard, groundnut, tur and moong) and weak/non-existent in the 
remaining 14 notified crops. 

3. The third route for guaranteeing MSP is via price deficiency payments . 
1. Under it, the government neither directly purchases nor forces the private 

industry to pay MSP. 
2. Instead, it allows all sales by farmers to take place at the prevailing market 

prices. 
3. Farmers are simply paid the difference between the government’s MSP and 

the average market price for the particular crop during the harvesting 
season. 

  
Will a legal backing for MSP, a statutory MSP, solve all the ills that plague the agri sector? 
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No, remunerative price or MSP is only one part of the problems farmers face. 

1. Farmers face many other issues other than price, which itself is not guaranteed 
given the influence of politicians and cartels in mandis.  

2. They lack information on which crop to grow, when to sow, apply plant nutrients 
and which pest is attacking their crop. 

3. Farmers are also short of post-harvest technologies to ensure a better shelf life 
for their produce. 

4. In addition, they do not get adequate facilities to irrigate their lan ds, with nearly 
50 per cent of the land being rain-fed and lacking ample warehouses to store their 
produce at the village level, besides proper roads to connect them to the mandis.  

5. Legal backing for the MSP could also lead to the danger of the trade keeping away 
from places where the law is implemented vigorously. 

6. For example, when Punjab said it would make MSP legal and binding, wheat 
traders said they would keep off the state to avoid trouble for themselves.  

   
Challenges 

• FCI’s grain mountain is evidence of how cumbersome public procurement and stocking 
operations can be. 

• This is not to mention the huge scope for corruption and recycling/leakage of wheat and rice, 
whether from godowns, ration shops or in transit. 

• Also, while cereals and pulses can be sold through the public distribution system, disposal 
becomes complicated in the case of nigerseed, sesamum or safflower. 

• Even when it comes to sugarcane, the experience of mills accumulating huge payment 
arrears to growers is proof of the practical limitations of “legal MSP”. 

  
Conclusion: 

• A growing consensus among economists for guaranteeing minimum “incomes”, as against 
“prices”, to farmers. 

• That would essentially entail making more direct cash transfers either on a flat per-acre (as in 
the Telangana government’s Rythu Bandhu scheme) or per-farm household (the Centre’s PM-
Kisan) basis. 

• The danger of over-reliance on MSP is already visible in the state of Punjab. Agriculture has 
reached an almost static stage there. 

• The state is unable to diversify away from crops like paddy, which is destroying its natural 
resources and environment, marring long-term prospects of farming. 

 

4. Maximum support policy (MSP) for Agriculture  
• The issue of “minimum support price” (MSP) for agricultural commodities has been a sticking 

point in the negotiations between the government and the farmers. 
 
Issue of MSP 

• The issue of MSP relates primarily to cost-effective pricing. 

• Farmer groups have demanded the legalisation of MSP, increasing the support price and 
extending it to all crops. 

 
Maximum Support Policies for Rural India 

• Much of rural India has largely been neglected economically. 

• It may, therefore, be time to seek a package of “maximum support policies”.  

• Mere pricing, marketing and distribution of agricultural products cannot be the panacea for 
the problems faced by rural India. 

• We need holistic policies that address the structural inequities, institutional and 
administrative deficits and political distortions of rural India. 
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Shift to Sustainable Agriculture  

• Phased withdrawal from the Green Revolution model that’s based on the use of industrial 
chemicals must be initiated. 

• Many claim that a shift to “sustainable” agriculture will be via zero-budget natural farming. 

• However, zero-budget natural farming must be assessed with caution. 

• It will not be apt to have a single model of “natural farming” for India’s diverse agro-climatic 
cultural zones. 

• A combination of regionally evolved and established sustainable agro-cultures, amenable to 
the new climatic trends, is required. 

 
Restorative Agriculture 

• Instead of subsidies, moratoria on loans and populist pay-outs just before elections, it is 
imperative that payments be made to promote the spread of “restorative agriculture”. 

• Restorative agriculture will regenerate the soil and water resources and promotes seed and 
agro-biodiversity.  

• A programme on these lines will enable not only a transition to sustainable agriculture but 
also enable people to develop climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies. 

 
Addressing the Problems in Rural India 

• Promoting small-scale industries and processing centres will help rural areas to retain 
resources and skills along with providing employment to control unemployment and 
migration. 

• Rural India requires a new economic deal that addresses the past neglect in healthcare, 
education and other avenues that enhance the quality of life.  

• Public institutions such as panchayats, anganwadis, schools and primary health centres 
require urgent reforms. 

• We need policies to address caste, ethnic, gender and class inequities. 
 

Way Forward 

• Policies to ensure equitable distribution of resources — land as well as water — and access 
to a range of support structures must be framed.  

• Supporting farmers to form collectives through which resources, labour, skills and knowledge 
can be pooled for production, value addition and marketing. 

• Need for Democratisation and decentralisation of agricultural planning. 

• Revitalising ecologically suitable cultivation and sustaining local food cultures can alleviate 
malnutrition. 

• A new seed policy, which focuses on enabling local seed banks, can help farmers circumvent 
the problematic commercial seed industry. 

 

5. Increasing Farmers Income 
• After two successive droughts in 2014-15 and 2015-16, the government set out an ambitious 

target to double farmers’ incomes by 2022-23.  

• There is huge gap between agriculture GDP and farmers’ income growth in many states. 
 
Doubling Farmers Income 

• The Ashok Dalwai Committee was set up to chalk out a strategy to achieve this. 

• It stated that a growth rate of 10.4 per cent per annum would be required to double farmers’ 
real income by 2022-23.  

• According to an estimate of farmers’ income for 2015-16 by NABARD in 2016-17, the average 
monthly income of farmers for 2015-16 was Rs 8,931.  

• A similar survey must be conducted in 2022-23, to know what happened to the target of 
doubling farmers’ real income. 
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• It is important to consider the indicators of growth in agri-GDP as well as farmers’ incomes 

based on a survey of the specific year to get a clearer picture of the state of affairs at the 
farmer level. 

 
Animal Husbandry  

• There is no minimum support price (MSP) for products of animal husbandry or fisheries and 
no procurement by the government.  

• It is demand-driven, and much of its marketing takes place outside APMC mandis. 

• This is the trend that will get reinforced in the years to come as incomes rise and diets 
diversify.  

• The food grain stocks with the government are already overflowing and more than double the 
buffer stocking norms. 

• Those who believe that farmers’ income can be increased by continuously raising the MSP 
and government procurement are advocating a very expensive food system. 

 
Way Forward 

• Doubling farmers' income requires 
o Improvement in crop productivity 
o Improvement in livestock productivity 
o Resource use efficiency or savings in the cost of production 
o Increase in the cropping intensity 
o Diversification towards high value crops 
o Improvement in real prices received by farmers 
o Shift from farm to non-farm occupations 

• Augmenting farmers’ income will require investment in animal husbandry, fisheries and 
fruit and vegetable cultivation. 

• Private sector needs to be incentivised to create value chains based on a cluster approach.  
 

6. India’s Agri Exports  
• The Indian government has been encouraging agricultural exports to meet an ambitious 

target of $60bn by 2022.  
 
Agricultural and processed food products Exports 

• The Indian agricultural economy is shifting from primary to secondary agriculture where the 
focus is more on developing various processed foods. 

• The Indian food processing industry promises high economic growth. 

• The contribution of agricultural and processed food products in India’s total exports is 11%.  

• Primary processed agricultural commodities form the majority share. 

• India’s export earnings will increase by focusing more on value-added processed food 
products. 

 
Changing export basket 

• India’s agricultural export basket is changing from traditional commodities to non-
traditional processed foods.  

• Traditionally, Basmati rice is one of the top export commodities. Now there is an unusual 
spike in the export of non-basmati rice. 

• Indian buffalo meat is seeing a strong demand in international markets, especially in countries 
like Vietnam, Hong Kong and Indonesia. 

 
Agriculture Export Policy  

• The main objective of the Agriculture Export Policy is to diversify and expand the export 
basket. 
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• Instead of primary products, it focuses on increasing the export of higher value items, 

including perishables and processed food.  
 
Concerns / Challenges 

• The export of processed food products has not been growing fast enough because India 
lacks comparative advantage in many items.  

• The domestic prices of processed food products are much higher compared to the world 
reference prices. 

• The non-tariff measures imposed by other countries on Indian exports. 

• The exporters of processed food confront difficulties. Some of these include  
o Mandatory pre-shipment examination by the Export Inspection Agency being lengthy 

and costly;  
o compulsory spice board certification being needed even for ready-to-eat products 

which contain spices in small quantities;  
o lack of a predictable and consistent agricultural policy discouraging investments by 

the private sector;  
o prohibition of import of meat- and dairy based-products in most of the developed 

countries;  
 
Way Forward 

• The Centre’s policy should be in the direction of nurturing food processing companies, 
ensuring low cost of production and global food quality standards. 

• Creating a supportive environment to promote export of processed food. 

• Reputed Indian brands should be encouraged to export processed foods globally as they can 
comply with the global standard of codex.  

• Indian companies should focus on cost competitiveness, global food quality standards, 
technology, and tap the global processed food export market. 

• India has competitive advantages in various agricultural commodities which can be passed 
onto processed foods.  

• India has the potential to become a global leader in the food processing sector. 
 

7. How FPOs can help small and marginal farmers 
• In the last decade, the Centre has encouraged farmer producer organisations (FPOs) to help 

farmers. 

• Farmer producers’ organisations could be a solution to the agrarian distress if they are helped 
to access credit and markets. 

 
Farmer producer organisations (FPOs) 

• Since 2011, the Centre has intensively promoted FPOs under the Small Farmers’ Agri-Business 
Consortium (SFAC), NABARD, state governments and NGOs. 

• FPO seems to be an important institutional mechanism to organise small and marginal 
farmers. 

• Aggregation can overcome the constraint of small size. FPOs allow members to negotiate as a 
group and can help small farmers in both input and output markets.  

• FPOs in Gujarat, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and some other states have 
shown encouraging results and have been able to realise higher returns for their produce. 

• For example, tribal women in the Pali district of Rajasthan formed a producer company and 
they are getting higher prices for custard apples.  

• In Tamil Nadu, under collective farming, so far, six lakh small and marginal farmers have 
been integrated into 6,000 farmer producer groups. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 
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• Experience shows a mixed performance of FPOs in the last decade. 

• Some estimates show that 30 per cent of these are operating viably while 20 per cent are 
struggling to survive.  

• Studies of NABARD show that there are some important challenges for building sustainable 
FPOs. 

• Some of these are lack of technical skills, inadequate professional management, weak 
financials, inadequate access to credit, lack of risk mitigation mechanism and inadequate 
access to market and infrastructure. 

• Some studies show that we need more than one lakh FPOs for a large country like India while 
we currently have less than 10,000.  

• While incomes will rise because of the benefits flowing from FPOs, they may not still be 
adequate to give a reasonable income to small and marginal farmers.  

 
Way Forward 

• The issues such as working capital, marketing, infrastructure have to be addressed while 
scaling up FPOs. 

• Banks must have structured products for lending to FPOs.  

• FPOs need capacity building for professional management. 

• They have to be linked with input companies, technical service providers, 
marketing/processing companies, retailers etc. 

• They need a lot of data on markets and prices and other information and competency in 
information technology.  

• FPOs can be used to augment the size of the land by focusing on grouping contiguous tracts of 
land as far as possible. 

• Women farmers also can be encouraged to group cultivate for getting better returns.  

• FPOs can also encourage consolidation of holdings. 
 

8. Land Leasing to promote Agricultural Efficiency 
• Land leasing is a commercial agreement in which the user or lesse acquires the right to use 

the land in lieu of certain amount of payment. 

• Land leasing activity is very less in India or if exists it is unregulated. Therefore, there is a need 
for reform in land leasing. 

 
Present Landholdings 

• The average size of farm holdings declined from 2.3 hectares in 1970-71 to 1.08 hectares in 
2015-16. 

• The share of small and marginal farmers increased from 70% in 1980-81 to 86% in 2015-16. 

• The average size of marginal holdings is only 0.38 hectares (less than one acre) in 2015-16. 

• The shrinking size of farms is a major factor responsible for low incomes and farmers’ distress. 

• The viability of marginal and small farmers is a major challenge for Indian agriculture. 
 
Need for Land Leasing 

• The miniscule returns farmers get from fragmented landholdings prevents mechanization 
and investments in agriculture and its profitability. 

• In the fear of losing land and in the absence of long-term tenancy laws the agriculture land 
lease are limited to one year. 

• The tenant is not sure of regaining tenancy next year. Therefore, there is no incentive for 
capital investment in agriculture. 

• Emergence of informal and underground land lease market and this creates a need for 
regulation. 

• The presence of informal tenancy puts tenants at the risk of exploitation because of no legal 
security and high rents. 
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• Consolidation of land holdings to gain the benefits of size, can help in reducing agrarian 

distress. 
 
Benefits 

• Benefits in the form of enhanced investments, economies of scale in use of capital, 
machines and other inputs. 

• Enhanced social mobility as non-farmland owning groups or castes can benefit by taking land 
on lease can generate more income. 

• Those with small landholding can lease out their lands and migrate to other occupations and 
therefore will reduce the burden on agriculture land. 

• Help corporate farming under which corporates can take large chunks of land on lease and do 
cultivation. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• It will prevent redistribution of land through transfer ownership as people living outside the 
area will prefer leasing instead of selling. 

• Land leasing will promote absentee landlords. 

• It may lead to a situation where individuals with big pockets will control agriculture by taking 
large chunks of land on lease. 

 
Way Forward 

• Modernization and digitization of land records will reduce litigation related to the land leasing 
and land pooling. 

• Established of independent regulator for the sector to resolve the disputes. 

• The standardization of lease agreements and dispute resolution mechanisms should be 
developed. 

• Modernization of the agriculture marketing so that informed decisions regarding leasing and 
pooling can be made 

• Transformation of agriculture as a business – cum – livelihood activity so that investments 
are planned based on long term strategies and hedged from market and environmental risks. 

• Proper awareness and education among the rural folk about the benefits that land leasing can 
bring to their household income and life. 

• Overall land leasing and land pooling will be of great help to Indian agriculture which is 
reeling under stress. 

 

9. Reforming the fertilizer sector 
• Since 1991, when economic reforms began in India, several attempts have been made to 

reform the fertilizer sector. 

• This is to keep a check on the rising fertilizer subsidy bill, promote the efficient use of 
fertilizers, achieve balanced use of N, P and K (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium), and 
reduce water and air pollution caused by fertilizers. 

 

Increasing Subsidy for Fertilizers 

• The Economic Survey of 1991-92 noted that fertilizer prices remained almost unchanged 
from July 1981 to July 1991. The Union Budget of July 1991 raised the issue prices of 
fertilizers by 40% on average.  

• The Economic Survey further noted that, fertilizer subsidy remained substantial and needed 
to be reduced further. 

• Due to opposition to increase fertilizer prices, the increase in the price of urea was rolled back 
to 17% a year later over the pre-reform price. 

• This change disturbed the relative prices of various fertilizers and resulted in a big shift in the 
composition of fertilizers used in the country in favour of urea. 
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• The ratio of use of N:P:K increased from 5.9:2.4:1 in 1991-92 to 9.7:2.9:1 in 1993-94.  
 

Impact 

• Freezing the MRP of urea in different time periods and its rising sale lead to an increase in 
indiscriminate and imbalanced use of fertilizers. 

 
Present Status 

• Fertilizer subsidy has doubled in a short period of three years. 

• For 2021-22, the Union Budget has estimated fertilizer subsidy at ₹79,530 crore (from 
₹66,468 crore in 2017-18) but it is likely to reach a much higher level due to the recent 
upsurge in the prices of energy. 

• The international prices of fertilizers are volatile and almost directly proportional to energy 
prices. 

• Cartels of major global producers have a strong influence on prices.  

• There has been a surge in international prices with urea prices rising to a record level. 

• In order to minimise the impact of rise in prices on farmers, the government provides 
fertilizer subsidy. This is likely to create serious fiscal challenges. 

• Taxpayers bear 78% of the cost of urea and farmers pay only 22%. 
 

Indiscriminate use of Fertilizers 

• In 2019-20, fertilizer use per hectare of cultivated area varied from 70 kg of NPK in Rajasthan 
to 250 kg in Telangana.  

• This gap was much wider at the district level.  

• Further, composition of total plant nutrients in terms of the N, P, K ratio deviated 
considerably from the recommended or optimal NPK mix.  

• This also has implications for inter-State disparities in fertilizer subsidy due to high variations 
in subsidy content. 

 

Nutrient Based Subsidy (NBS) 

• The government introduced the Nutrient Based Subsidy (NBS) in 2010 to address the growing 
imbalance in fertilizer use in many States, which is skewed towards urea (N). 

• However, only non-nitrogenous fertilizers (P and K) moved to NBS; urea was left out. 
 

Use of organic fertilizers 

• Concerned with the adverse environmental impact of chemical fertilizers, some sections of 
society suggest the use of organic fertilizers and biofertilizers. 

• There is a growing demand to provide subsidies and other incentives for organic fertilizers 
and biofertilizers to match those provided for chemical fertilizers. 

 

Way Forward 

• We need to be self-reliant and not depend on import of fertilizers, so that we can escape the 
vagaries of high volatility in international prices.  

• We need to extend the Nutrient Based Subsidy (NBS) model to urea and allow for price 
rationalisation of urea compared to non-nitrogenous fertilizers and prices of crops.  

• We need to develop alternative sources of nutrition for plants. 

• Discussions with farmers and consumers reveal a strong desire to shift towards the use of 
non-chemical fertilizers as well as a demand for bringing parity in prices and subsidy given to 
chemical fertilizers with organic and biofertilizers. 

• This also provides the scope to use a large biomass of crop that goes waste and enhance the 
value of livestock by-products. 

• India should pay attention to improving fertilizer efficiency through need-based use rather 
than broadcasting fertilizer in the field. 
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• The recently developed Nano urea by IFFCO shows promising results in reducing the usage of 

urea. Such products need to be promoted expeditiously after testing. 

• These changes will go a long way in enhancing the productivity of agriculture, mitigating 
climate change, providing an alternative to chemical fertilizers and balancing the fiscal impact 
of fertilizer subsidy. 

 

10. Pluses production and distribution in India 
• Ensuring that pulses sell at the minimum support price and distributing them under the public 

distribution system can help them find favour with farmers again. 

• Given the importance of pulses in food and nutritional security, the United Nations declared 
2016 as the International Year of Pulses.  

• India moved from a situation of acute scarcity of pulses in 2015-16, to providing free pulses to 
most of the citizens in the country. 

 
Government Initiatives  

• In 2020, Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana (PMGKAY) was announced under which 
over 800 million people were to be provided rice, wheat, and pulses, in addition to the ration 
provided under the public distribution system (PDS).  

• More than 1.2 million tonnes of pulses were distributed under PMGKAY between April and 
November 2020.  

• This was the first time the government distributed pulses at such a large scale. 
 
Procurement of Pulses 

• The National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED) is the nodal 
procurement agency for pulses. 

• NAFED currently procures five major pulses — gram (chana), green gram (moong), black gram 
(urad), lentils (masoor), pigeon pea (tur) on behalf of the Union government from farmers at 
the MSP.  

• The procurement is capped at 25 per cent of the actual production for that year / season. 

• If the limit on pulses is removed, it can help ease the demand. 
 

Including Pulses under PDS 

• There have been demands from various quarters, including NAFED and the India Pulses and 
Grains Association that the government include pulses in its PDS. 

• It makes sense in a country that has dismal nutrition indicators. 

• Though some states already include them under their Integrated Child Development Scheme 
and mid-day meal programmes, pulses’ inclusion under PDS could help fight malnutrition.  

• It will also encourage farmers to grow more pulses. 
 
Benefits of Pulses 

• The roots of pulses and legumes contain soil enriching bacteria collectively known as 
Rhizobium. 

• Therefore, pulses perform biological fixation of environmental nitrogen.  

• They also increase organic matter in the soil, improve quality and maintain its biodiversity. 

• Pulses enhance fertility and reduce the consumption of major fertilisers required for the 
cultivation of food crops. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• There will be extreme shortage in the market if pulses are distributed under PDS. 

• Though MSP for pulses has been increased in recent years, still it is less than the cost of 
production for the farmers.  
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• Production of seeds is a major problem. There is lack of estimation of the need for the right 

seed varieties by the states. 

• The seed replacement rate (SRR) of pulses is also quite slow. SRR tells how much area has 
been sown from certified seeds and how much from farm-saved seeds. 

• According to the NITI Aayog Working Group report, SRR for pulses should range from 20 to 
100 per cent. 

• The Essential Commodities Act, 1955, fixed a limit of 200 tonnes for storage of pulses on 
wholesalers, which is too less. The storage limit was fixed in 1955, when the population was 
just 250 million.  

• With the arrival of large corporates, the business of small pulses’ mill owners is affected. 
 
Way Forward 

• The National Pulses Development Project should be reviewed and an action plan prepared to 
increase the production of pulses. 

• Improve the seed quality and ensure that they reach the farmers in proper quantity.  

• The government should help small pulses’ mill owners compete with the big companies.  

• Processing or value addition may be another source of revenue while also generating 
employment opportunities. 

• Development of shorter duration, widely adaptable and biotic and abiotic stress resistant 
varieties to boost the production of pulses. 

 

11. Improving livestock breeding 
• Livestock breeding in India has been largely unorganised because of which there have 

been gaps in forward and backward integration across the value chain. 

• Such a scenario impacts the quality of livestock that is produced and in turn negatively 
impacts the return on investment for livestock farmers. 

• Roughly 80% bovines in the country are low on productivity and are reared by small and 
marginal farmers. 

• To enhance the productivity of cattle, the Rashtriya Gokul Mission was initiated in 2014 with 
a focus on the genetic upgradation of the bovine population through widespread initiatives 
on artificial insemination, sex-sorted semen, and in vitro fertilization. 

 
Livestock sector in India: 
1. Animal rearing has multidimensional potential . India is the highest livestock owner of 

the world. 
2. Animal husbandry refers to livestock raising and selective breeding. It is the 

management and care of animals in which the genetic qualities and behaviour of 
animals are further developed for profit.  

3. Livestock productivity has been identified as one of the seven sources of income 
growth by the Inter-Ministerial Committee under the government’s target of doubling 
farmers’ income by the year 2022.  

4. As per the 20th Livestock Census, the total Livestock population is 535.78 million in 
the country showing an increase of 4.6% over Livestock Census-2012. 

5. A large number of farmers depend upon animal husbandry for their livelihood. It 
supports the livelihood of almost 55% of the rural population.  

6. As per the Economic Survey-2021, the contribution of Livestock in total agriculture 
and allied sector Gross Value Added (at Constant Prices) has increased from 24.32% 
(2014-15) to 28.63% (2018-19). 

7. For instance, Operation Flood, launched in 1970, helped dairy farmers direct 
their own development, increased milk production, augmented rural incomes and 
ensured reasonable prices for consumers. 
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Rashtriya Gokul Mission: It was initiated in 2014 with a focus on the conservation and 
development of indigenous breeds and improve their genetic makeup. 
  
Entrepreneurship development: Revised version of Rashtriya Gokul Mission and National 
Livestock Mission (NLM): 
The revised version of the Rashtriya Gokul Mission and National Livestock Mission 
(NLM) proposes to bring focus on entrepreneurship development and breed improvement in 
cattle, buffalo, poultry, sheep, goat, and piggery by providing incentives to individual 
entrepreneurs, farmer producer organisations, farmer cooperatives, joint liability groups, self-
help groups, Section 8 companies for entrepreneurship development and State governments 
for breed improvement infrastructure. 
  
Gokul Gram: Integrated cattle development centres: 
The Rashtriya Gokul Mission also envisages establishment of integrated cattle development 
centres ‘Gokul Grams’ to develop indigenous breeds including up to 40% nondescript breeds. 
  
National Kamdhenu Breeding Centre: 
Under RGM, two “National Kamdhenu Breeding Centres” (NKBC) are being established as 
Centres of Excellence to develop and conserve Indigenous Breeds in a holistic and scientific 
manner. 
  
Conclusion: 

• The revised scheme of NLM coupled with the Rashtriya Gokul Mission and the Animal 
Husbandry Infrastructure Development Fund has the potential to dramatically enhance the 
productivity and traceability standards of our livestock. 

 

12. Data revolution in Indian agriculture 
• In June 2021, two significant documents relating to the Indian agriculture sector were 

released. 

• The first is a consultation paper on the India Digital Ecosystem of Agriculture (IDEA) from the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare (MoA&FW) and the second on Indian 
Agriculture: Ripe for Disruption from a private organisation, Bain and Company. 

• The first talks about a digital revolution in the agriculture sector and later predicts 
a revolutionary investment growth in agri-logistics, offtake, and agri-input delivery by 2025; 
these are, surprisingly, highly complementary. 

  
Challenges of agriculture sector: 
1. Agriculture cannot be seen in isolation. It should be seen as an integral part of a 

larger ecosystem spanning the entire primary sector including horticulture, animal 
husbandry, fisheries, dairy, poultry, and other allied activities. 

2. India’s agriculture sector accounts for about  9 % of the country’s US$ 2.7 trillion 
economy and 49% of employment (2018-19). 

3. Viewed from the socio-economic point, agriculture is the most important sector 
that needs focus and attention at all levels. 

4. The call of the Government of India to achieve the goal of Doubling Farmer’s Income 
(DFI)by 2022, in a way, epitomizes the need to pursue all possible ways of increasing 
the agricultural productivity and profitability of the farmers. 

  
The forecast: Data-based prediction on agri-business: 
1. The Bain report is a data-based prediction on agri-business scenarios, anchored to the 

agricultural set-up at present and predicting its future trajectories in another 20 
years. 
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2. It includes targeting the production of alternative proteins, and food cell -based 

food/ingredients and initiating ocean farming, etc. 
3. The report has a ‘today forward– future back approach’ and predicts a drastic 

investment opportunity development by 2025. 
4. The agriculture sector (currently worth $370 billion), is estimated to receive an 

additional $35 billion investment. 
5. The report argues that benefiting from the huge investments into the agri-ecosystem, 

doubling farmers’ income targets can be achieved in near future.  
   
Way Ahead: Focus on the farmer: 

• Agreeing on the fact that a data revolution is inevitable in the agriculture sector, given its 
socio-political complexities, we cannot just count on technology fixes and agri-business 
investments for improving farmers’ livelihoods. 

• There need to be immense efforts to improve the capacities of the farmers in India – at least 
until the educated young farmers replace the existing under-educated small and medium 
farmers. 

• This capacity building can be done through a mixed approach – preferably building the 
capacities of individual farmers or coping with the new situation by establishing support 
systems, through FPOs and other farmers associations where technical support is available for 
farmers. 

  
Conclusion: 

• The fact is that every segment of present-day life is data-hungry. The MoA&FW report 
describes creating data to fuel the growth predicted by Bain and Company. 

• Considering the size of the agriculture sector of the country this is not going to be an easy 
task but would need a separate programme across the country with considerable 
investment. 

 

13. Cold Chains for Agriculture 
• Development of high-value agriculture, shifting from cereals to fruit and vegetables, has been 

difficult due to lack of reliable cold chains to take perishables from farms to consumers.  

• Government of India needs to work out a strategy to integrate and greatly expand cold 
chains.  

 
Modern Cold chains 

• Modern cold chains include not just cold storages in rural areas and transport hubs, but reefer 
trucks and refrigerated railway trains and planes to carry produce to destinations thousands 
of miles away.  

• Chile overtook Argentina and Brazil to become the richest country in per-capita terms in 
South America by focusing on horticultural exports, developing the cold chains. 

• It proved the feasibility of serving consumers thousands of miles away.  

• Modern cold chains require massive integrated operations that ensure produce goes at the 
right temperatures for thousands of miles. 

• This is vital for fruit and vegetable exports. 
 
Cold chains for Agriculture  

• Cold chains are essential for modern agriculture, for perishable crops like fruit and vegetables.  

• These are high-value crops that yield farmers much more per acre than cereals.  

• The concept of seasonable fruit and vegetables has become obsolete. This is due to modern 
transportation.  

• Cold storages have long been encouraged by state governments, especially for storing onions 
and potatoes.  
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Concerns/ Challenges 

• Rural electrification in India has never meant steady power supplies of consistent voltage. 

• Low, varying voltage of rural power keeps burning out motors and transformers.  

• It is estimated that 67 million tonnes of food is wasted every year in India for want of post-
harvest storage transportation and processing.  

 
Way Forward 

• Additional investment is required in making rural electricity reliable, with back-up supplies 
through inverters or diesel gensets, and voltage stabilisers.  

• International cold chains are coming up gradually. This cannot be done by small operators or 
state governments, and requires the entry of large companies. 
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